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President Sends Message to
Governor That He Will Allow Soldiers to Stay
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Many Petitions Being Received by
Committee on Labor In House.
Roosevelt Being Kept Fully
Informed on trie
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TALKS TO
SOCIALISTS

Wa 18 Years Old. It Wan
Alxnit Tlila Time tito
llirew Her in the I"atli
of Ktandford W hite.

EVELYN

W

ON STAND

BUT ONLY FOR A
MINUTE

IliniMi'lf

Girl

With

Many

Photographs Did Not
Tell Her Story.
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HER SON'S ACTIONS
New York, Jan. 17. Th defens
the Thaw trial continued today to
build up its ever tightening net of
irrationality around the man accused
of the murder of Stanford
White.
Two Important witnesses at the
morning session were Miss Alice
u
Fletcher of the Archaeological
of the Smithsonian institute at
Washington, a long time rrlend ot
the Thaws and a frequent visitor at
their home and Miss Catherine O'Neill who nursed Thaw during the
six years of his childhood. Both declare he was an Irrational
youth
and told of many Instances which
led them to the conclusion.
Mrs.
Evelyn Nesblt Thaw was called to
the stand Just before noon but was
withdrawn a moment later to make
way for other witnesses.
Mrs. William Thaw, the mother
of Harry, was called to the stand
this afternoon.
Her testimony followed closely that of the last trial,
telling of the return home of her
son, in November. 1903. afted Evelyn had told him her story and of
his action during that period.
In

liu-rea-

ix Tin:

Jury Gut

vi.ii

case.

Hours and
No Iiulltnlioiis that
reniciil
Hit
Ilecn KeuclHxI.
Chicago, Jan. 17. The Jurors In
the Walsh trial gave no Indications
of having reached u verdiet at noun
today twenty hours af'er the case
ua placed in their hand.
Twenty-fou-

Xci York, Jan. 17. William D.
Haywood, recently acquitted of the
charge of murder at Boise, Idaho.
York. Ho was received
Is in Nt
with enthusiasm by the socialists
ami tonight will address a socialist
He will also confer with
meeting
Kugene V. Debbs, probably regarding REPORT SAYS
the move to make himself the socialist's candidate for the presidency.
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Canondale, 111., Jan.
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Democrats of the 1 5 th
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death of Geo. W. Smith.
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Scranton, Pa., Jan. ,17. Two poor
working girls were killed and several others terribly injured, today,
in a fir which caused a panic in the
building
occupied by the Imperial
Underwear manufactory.
Two hundred girls employed In
the factory, lied In a wild panic when
the alarm of fire was sounded and
smoke began to fill the rooms in
which they were working.
Florence Watrous was caught in
the burning building and her death
was a horrible one. Her screams
for help could be heard even above
Evidently
the roar of the flames.
by smoke,
she was not overcome
but was slowly roasted to death.
Firemen risked their lives time and
time again trying to reach her, without success.
Mary Buckley, led a party of girls
who tried to escape 4y means of
fire escapes. The flames overtook
them and the girls Jumped to the
street below. iMLss Buckley was Instantly killed, her neck being broken when she Btruck the pavement
below.
The other girls, all of whom
Jumped to the street, escaped with
injuries more or less serious.
limbs broken and
Several .had
others received internal injuries that
may pNre fatal.
The fire, as nearly as can ba ascertained, started from glue in the
basement. It was being heated and
was overturned.
The fire started so
quickly thereafter, that the employes
had no time to escape.
The flames shot up the elevator
shafts and stairways and the girls
on the fourth floor, were given the
alarm Just as the smoke began to
pour through the doorways.
The girls theta took to the fire
escapes, after trying in vain to reach
the stairways which were cut off.
whipping about the fire escapes. The
girls then Jumped to the street or to
the area in the center of the build'
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of AGED MOTHER TOLD OF

Las Vegas, Jan. 17. Former residents of Zion City under the leadPeters, all of
ership of Deacon
whom are prominent in the Dowle
organization, are completing preparations to establish the town of
Petersburg and settle the immense
tract of land twenty miles from Ls
by the
purchased
Vegas, recently
Zionists..
of the
Articles of Incorporation
Ptersburg Townslte company have
been filed with Territorial Secretary
Nathan Jaffa, at Santa Fe, as follows: Petersburg Townslte company,
principal place of business at Iaa
Vegas, San Miguel county; territorial
agent, Ktephen B. Davis, Jr.. at Las
Vegas; capital stock $20,000 divided
Into 200 chares of the par value of
$100 ac.h; object platting town and
real estate business; period of existence. 50 years; incorporators, Joseph M. Ijyon, James F. Peters and
Kdward A. Pratt, of Chicago, Fred
V. Browne, of Oak Parke .il'lii)!.
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FALLS THIRTEEN" STORIES

of Tliitiiius I'. Kyan
At Magnate's

lion-l- it
Stork
Story Denied

OfliovH.

New York, Jan. 17. A report was
circulated In Wall street today that
J. P. Morgan had secured control of

the Equitable Life through a pur- hae of mock held ty Thomas F.
(yan. At Morgan's c.ftiL'e. thu report
at denied.
I

t'HIKr OF

NAVIGA-

TION TAklvS OITICF.
plain John - Plllshiiry Kiiwc1m
lUtir Admiral Itrounsnn.

ing.

Several of the girls who tried to
escape down a narrow g. airway became confused and several of them
fainted.
They became Jammed In the stairway and would
undoubtedly have
perished there had it not been for
one fire company.
The firemen saw the girls Just in
time and at a great risk, they entered the stairway and carried the
helpless girls to safety.
The firemen in several Instances,
received minor wounds and burns.
The loss on the building and Its
contents has not ibeen fully ascertained but it will reach at least $75,-000.

COL. SHELL'S

READING

MANY
Intfrvhtliiff and

Ilgure

LOVE

LETTERS

Sentimental

Itoru-men- u

In Attempt to llreak
Will of Wealthy Man.
I
'linton, 111., Jan. 17. The climax
developto a series uf sensational
in a suit to break the will of
ment
Colonel Thomas Snell came in for

formal reading today of letters which
were received by the colonel from
numerous women correspondents und
missives nent by the .il man 111 return.
The letters were exceptionally
and spoke of love and kisses
iiid hut,s until the whole room was
li: an uproar. The colonel was in hi
siolid childhood at the time the letters were alleged to have been sent to
him. He was a beau Lrummel unions
women, if half the letter are to be
l
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ATTACK SHIPS AT
RIO

INSPECTOR

TRIED

JANEIRO

TAFT'S

COMMITTEE

to Slum Tliul Over I'lie
Will
Hiiiiilrtxl Stale
Vole for lllii lrell'iiry.
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White of Oklahoma Suffers Fit of What Appears to
be Violent Insanity.

C. W.

Grappled With Officer.

HIGH MIKADO OFFICER

SEVERE CRITICISM OF
CANNOT LIVE TWO
DAYS SAYS PHYSICIAN
METHODS THE CAUSE

DENIES SUCH A CHANGE
dtio de Janeiro, Jan. 17. In spite
of official denial and the denial of
a high officer of the Japanese legation here, the rumor, that a plot exists among Japanese, residents to destroy some of the ships of the American fleet, has gained credence and is
extraordinarily persistant.
As a result, residents of the olry are greatly
perturbed and official
ars taking
every precaution to prevent any act
which would mar Jho visit of the
American
WTjen ths Tumor wss first circulated Rear Admiral
'exandrjno 3
AlenusrrXhe salntsw-u- f in navy, ordered special police bottt to patrol
the harbor night and day and afford
additional protection to the fleet during Its stay. Orders were given the
police to watch carefully for any
sign of an attack on the ships of the
fleet and every precaution was taken
to prevent an overt act.
It has been impossible to learn the
source of the rumor and although it
was received at first without belief it
has persisted until it has gained
credence In every quarter.
So far as the American sailors are
concerned there has been nothing In
tneir conduct to mar the festivities.
With nearly 4,000 men ashore there
have been no reports of rioting or
drunkenness and although provision
was made by Admiral Evans for 200
men to patrol the city they have not
been called on to make an arrest. The
Jackie ashore have behaved admirably, and the general conduct of the
men has been a source of constant
surprise to naval officers of Germany
Kussia and Japan, a number of whom
were sent by their governments to
observe the handling of the ships and
the conduct of the crews when on
shore leave.
Jackles. who were sent ashore to
patrol the city, were provided with
automobiles so that they could move
quickly from place to place, but the
precautionary measures taken, have
ueen
unnecessary.
'ine men on
shore are thoroughly enjoying the
hospitality extended them and are
not looking for trouble.

New Orleans, Jan. 17. Inspector
of Police Edward S. Whltake, who
was today suspended for shooting at
Kdltor Joseph M. Leveque ot ths
Morning World last night, says ha
believed himself Justified. In resenting
the abuse ILeveque had heaped upon
htm In his paper.
'Edward F. Koberts, a copy reader,
probably saved the editor's life. Ths
Inspector Is large man considerably
over six feet tall and weighing over
200 pounds, but Roberts, who Is a
little fallow, succeeded In getting to
him and preventing his aim being
true.
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NEGRO WOMEN
DENY CHARGE
Martha Wavdilnicton and Urnttt
for Allevt
tles In Court
I (old up of M. Wlsburn,
liornalltlo HuUJmt

Hur-

--

Martha Washington wno has no
resemblance to the mother of her
country but In name, and Orace Barnes, the two colored women suspected by the police of knowing something of the reported hold-u- p
of iM.
Wlsburn, a butcher of Bernalillo,
Sandoval county, on the streets of
this clly, several nights ago, were
brought into the Justice court this
morning for Investigation.
The women denied any knowledge
of the alleged hold-u- p
and were represented by Thomas N. Wilkinson,
an attorney.
d
I'pon motion their case was
until three o'clock this afteroon-tlne-

noon.

KAISER'S

New York, Jan. 17. Mrs. HerbM. Sears, a member of a wealty
Boston family, committed sulolde today by jumping from ths thirteenth
story of the fashionable hotel, th
St. Regis.
She had been a frequent guest at
the Ht. Reg's for several years andl
was well known about the hotel,
where she frequently spent several
weeks at a time.
When visiting the hotel nhe was
always accompanied by a maid, who
kept her under
close survellrancaw
The hotel employes say that Hra
Hears acted irrational and appeared
to be laboring under a severe men-ta- d
strain.
Mhe often spoke sharply to ths
employes of the ihotel and occasion-- ,
ally said incoherent
things which
could not be understood. She would
weep at other time until comforted
by her maid.
- This morning,
she walked to.
window of her room, while her maid
was temporarily
absent. - She was
noticed standing at the window an4
looking down at the street.
Suddenly she raised the window,
leaned far out and flung
herself
free of the window sill. She emitted
a terrible scream as she whirled
downward through apaoe and her
body cams in contaot wlttV the pnvsr
ment with a sloksning thud. Hundreds of people in the street' below
saw the woman 'plunge to her death
and yet no one oould tell Just how
it happened, so suddenly
was tho
tragedy enacted.
Mrs. Hears was' the wife of
prominent broker in Boston who 1st
a brother of Richard
D.
Sears,
prominent In financial circles.
Friends stated that Mrs Sears Tial
been suffering from chronic melon-chol- la
and it was reared she had
been contemplating suicide.
The dead woman
was 42 yearn
old. She was the daughter of Francis Bartlett, an attorney of Boston.
With her husband and two children,
she occupied a handcome residence
on Commonwealth aveune.
Apparently she had every luxury and employed a wJiole retinue of servants.
Her relatives
believe her mind
was unbalanced.

Mountulnalr, N. iM., Jan. 17. Dying and among strangers. Is the aad
plight of a man thought to bs C. W.
White, of Martette, Okla., at the hotel in this place. The attending
physician says that .the man can not
survive two days at the- - most. He
has been unconscious since Tuesday
morning and
times violent.
. The man ; arrived In MOuntalnalr
Wlllard,
evening
Monday
from
where it Is believed he spent last
111
(He
Sunday.
was
when tie came
to the hotel and retired soon after
being shown a room. .
.was able
to get . M Tuesday morning and go
to the1 hotel dining room--.. It was
while eating his breakfast that he
suddenly began acting strangely,
raising his hands in the air as if
making a Jesture of acquiescence. A
wild stare came Into his eyes, according to a woman In the dining
room and he fell to the floor struggling. From the time he ordered his
breakfast, White has not uttered a
times it required
word. Several
several men to hold him In his bed,
so violent were his mad struggles
shortly after he frst became 111.
Once he escaped and broke the windows of his doom, then he gradually subsided into quiet unconsciousness.
The only evidence that the man's
name Is W. C. White Is his own
handwriting on the hotel register.
It is understood that he told people
on the train coming here that he
was looking for a location, lie carried a suit case, but It contains nothing of value or nothing to Identify the owner. He had 163 In his REMONETIZE
SILVER
pocket, and wore the comfortable
dress of a farmer. He Is a uparely
built man, possibly a mtle over five
IS NOW PROPOSED
feet tall and has a moustache.
The doctors have as yet (been
to diagnose the strango malady.
Sail Isiko Men IrMtro Aiblrtm to
I'Uili Itepivfiitulivew In
WIHPPKI SCHOOL TEAClIEIt
For New System of
.NOW 11K APOlAKilZES
"urren y It Would PlejiMe
Sorry
Is
Vegas
Says
Man
Ho
Hryan Maylio.
Iah
Tluu Kiicounlcr Took Place lit
Y. M. C. A. Uuildlng.
Salt Iike, Jan. 17. The address,
Vegas, Jan. 17. Sit? Moye, on the silver question, which proposes
a congressional
enactment,
who recently had trouble with Mr.
(Jrant, principal of schools, In the Y. having for its purpose th relief of
M. C. A. bulldmg, yesterday issued financial atress, was approved by the
board of governors of the Commerthe following public apology:
"1 greatly regret that the recent cial club yesterday and sent to the
trouble I had with Mr. Grant should I'tah delegation In congress.
The
have occurred in the building of the address proposes a law authorising
payment
the
of government expenses
Voung Men's Christian association,
ami wish to publicly apologise to the for four months In a new Issue of
board of directors of the institution greenbacks, a law authorizing ths
and national
for my part In the affair. It was not national depositaries
premeditated and I would be sorry banks to purchase or loan money to
individuals,
any
or
corporations up
tirms
discredit upon
indeed to bring
the Institution. I also wish to thank on bonds of the United States when
presented
deposited
many
and
friends who have stood by
the
for such
me and defended me in the agitation sale or loan, special treasury notes
tiling
purpose.
Issued
resulting from the affair."
A law
for that
requiring the use In subsidiary coin
and silver certillcates of fifty million
unces of silver annually. In quar- NEW MEXICO DONDS
terly put chases Is proposed, together
with the calling of an international
WILL BE SOLD SOON conference to agree If possible, on
the remonetlzitlon
of silver at a
f.i'i rate with gold.
Attorney (General Prt'iMiriug to Place
Several Issues on Market.
fcanta Fe, N. M., Jan. 17. Attor- ARCHDUKE FEROINANO
ney General James M.
Hervey is
making arrangements for several
OF AUSTRIA DEAD
bond Issues which will be placed on
tho market within a short time. They
were authorized by the legislative asH
lutiu r of Woman WIkj Prefer.
sembly in 1901, and which will be
placed on the market within a short rel Simple .Musician for
In Prcfcrriieo lo a Kin:.
time, having been approved by con-gelast year. The issues will be as
follows: 125.000 for new buildings
Salsehurtr. Austria, Jan. 17. Arch
at tho New Mexico Military Institute Puke Ferdinand, the Fourth, tlrand
at Roswell: 125,000 for the College luke of Tuscany died here today. H
of Agriculture and Mechanlo Arts In was the father of Countess Muutlg-nos- o
Mcsllla Park; $25,000 for the Insane
formerly Princess Louise, ths
Asylum at Laa Vegas and $15,000 for divorced wife of the present king of
National Guard armories at Albu- Ssxony, who was married last year to
querque and Las Vegas.
ttgnor Toselll, a musician.
'
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un-ab- lo

FAVORITE
TO VISIT

Oimi-gre-

AMERICA

Berlin, Jan. 17. 'Frau Rosa I'op-lthe Ilernhardt of the German
i:i TO MATKUI l.l,K stage, favorite of the kaiser, Is to
Iis Vegas, J.m. 17. All of official leave the royal theatre, where she
I.ai Vegas Is soaking its feet In hot has reigned supreme for 20 years,
water and drlnkinc numerous "hot and visit the United states to appear
ones" today to war. off pneumonia,
i.i the result of an
exciting chase
through the snow in the elTort to
rupture an alleged murderer.
A persistent rumor yesterday evening stated that a negro hud shot and
killed another one In the settlement
known as Chihuahua and as soon as
the report was received the police,
city officials an citizens started on
the chase. Residents of the settlement were roused from cozy fire
sides, but no one had heard of a murder. The settlement was thoroughly
I
3
2 ,,
canvassed but not so much as a
blood stain could be found and after
spending several honrs In the snow
the chasers gave up.
e.

iiomciinj: Mntii:it fail- -

i

1

i

TEMPLE BURNED

RaUlmore, MJ., Jan. 17. Masonic
Temple, on North Charles street, was
gutted by fire early today. The loss
on the building and the Masonic
equipment la placed at $260,000. The
scene was most spectacular,
the
flames leaping in the air several hundred feet. The firemen displayed
great heroism In going to the cornices of the main roof to fight tho
tire.
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EDITOR

icials to Patrol Bay.

Hulliiiiom lluilding anil FuriiiMliingu
laitall Total I) of $2.10, OOt.

MYSTERY

Had Suffered from Melancholia
and Was Despondent Although
Surrounded by Luxury and
IN
a Retinue of Servants-Husb- and
a Broker.
ert

Constant and persistent Ru- Tragedy In New Orleans Narmor Causes Brazilian Offrowly Averted-Pro- of
Reader

COSTLY MASONIC

E

DYING

TO KILL

believed.

('olumbus, Ohio, Jan. 17. With
Just half of the counties of the states
heard from the management of the
Vashlngton. D. C, Jan. 17. Cap-- i canvass for Taft for the republican
John E. PHUbury today took the presidential nomination claims more
1 of oftlce as chief of the bureau
than live hundred delegates in the
lavlgatlon In succession to Hear state convention or a few more than
son.
tlral Brown
the conlrol, favor Tsft.
1-

TO TERRIBLE DEATH
i
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AND SEVEN

One Girl Slowly Cooked to Death
Despite Frantic Efforts of Fir-

Situation.
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Mrs. Herbert M. Sears. Mem
ber of Wealthy Boston Family. Plunges From Hotel

Escapes.
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Great Building Afire and
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sr,

ftSL

Longer.
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Jan. 17.
Washington,
President Rooeevelt today inform-by
ed Governor Sparks of Nevada
telegram that he would permit the
troops to remain In Nevada for a
reasonable length of time as v.iuld
to
.give the legislature opportunity
the
organize a force to perform
functions of state. This Information
was In response to a communication
from the governor to thu effect that
the legislature was perfecting legislation to the end stated.
OwngTpss Asked to Investigate.
Applications for a congressional
Investigation of the Goldfield, Nevada, mining trouble are being received by the houso committee on labor,
according to Chairman Gardner of
that committee who conferred with
Mr.
president Roosevent today.
Gardner ald representations are
from all
to his
committee
points of view but that the most urgent demand seems to be hat some
means be provided for a retention
of troops at Goldfield until all possibility of trouble should be obviatbefore the
ed.
There is pending
addressed
committee, a resolution
to the president Intended to .bring
forth all correspondence and a report on the subject. Mr. Gardner
said the president iawbsinfr kept
posted regarding the" situation. -
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WOMAN ENDS HER

TRAP

INVESTIGATE

NUMHEH

EVELYN THAW AS
WORKING GIRLS CAUGHT NO WONDER TORPEDO BOAT JAOKIES RIOT WHEN AS HO REV
SHE WAS AT 16
Liixm ON BOARD IS PRETTY NEAR THE HUMAN LIMIT NEW YORK SOCIETY

OOLDFIELD

CONGRESS ASKED

ail

Fair tonight

Saturday.

ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO. TKIDAY EVENING. JANUARY 17. 1908.

REMAIN

WILL

FOKbCAST

Pemer, Colo., Jan. 17.

WH

VOLUME 23.
TROOPS

WEATHER

FRAU RO.SA
In classical German
pects to sail early in
Hhe speaks perfect

POPPE.
plays. 8ha exthe fall.
English and is
having Jlttbbcl's "Der Nlebelungen"
translated into English with the Intention of appearing in Brunhllde.
It is expected the kaiser will attempt
to retain her in Berlin, as he esteems her In the highest degree.
She wears a bracelet, his gift, which
has his portrait surrounded by diamonds. Two other bracelets, highly
prized are ths gifts of the emperor
of Austria and the emperor of

Hu-lxii- ul

ss

ss
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ALBUQUERQUE

WHERE IS W.

J.

ASKS

of those who paid money te
for the alleged 'bogus stock
tsouthwest company, which It
was never organized.
Tlinwo WIki IVhirIiI SU'k.
sources the
From two different
of
those who
list was obtained
pledged themselves to take one or
two shares in the stock of the youth-wecompany. Some of them, paid
their subscriptions while others who
had begun to hear disquieting rumors, held until they were satisfied
that they did not wish to become
enterprise.
with
Identified
the
Those who are said to have subscribed are:
Felix Martinez, $200; A.
Nations,
$200; J. II.
Courchesne,
$100; Austin & Marr, $100; A. P.
$100;
Newman Investment
Coles.
company, $100; A. 1.. Shnrpe, $100;
D. W. lleckmart, $100; Z. T. White
DeOroff, $100; J. A.
$100; Chas.
Smith. $100; Jos. U. Sweeney and
K. Kelly Jointly, $500.
This list to
tals $1,800, but It was not all paid
In. Those who did pay are the ones
who have placed their claims In the
attorney's hands.
Martinez Talks.
Felix Martinez, who was one "f
the subscribers to the alleged Southwest company, told of his experiences In this affair today as follows:
"It was about a year ago that J.
D. Ponder came to me and explained the proposition of moving the
plant of the Arizona Magazine company to this
and issuing It from
here under the name of The Oreat
was not
'Mr. Homer
Southwest.
with him at the time, but he said he
would send him up later to explain
more fully. That
his proposition
same afternoon Mr. Homer came up
and we had a long talk. As soon as
he had gone I called up Mr. Ponder
and told him that 1 did not like the
looks of his friend, but 'Mr. Ponder
Insisted that the man was publishing the magazine at Phoenix and
that to move it here would be fa good
Idea, not only for the magazine, but
for the city. Mr. Homer made several other calls on me later and explained his proposition in detail.
"He said he would Incorporate
company,
which
Southwest
the
would take over the Arizona Magacompany,
change the name
zine
from the Arizona 'Magazine to the
Great Southwest and publish it in
that he
El Paso. He represented
but
equipment,
owned sufficient
wanted about $1,800 or $2,000 for
running expenses and working capital. He agreed to issue 7 per cent
preferred stock at $100 a share to
all who would subscribe money to
the new company. I turned him
down on his first attempts to Interest me, but finally we came to satisfactory arrangements.
Agreement Mlnsliur.
"There was a written and signed
agreement drawn up and signed by
both parties, which paper disappeared out of the drawer of my desk.
This agreement represented that he
owned a magazine plant at 1'hoenlx
published
the Arizona
and there
Magazine; that he would Incorporate the Southwest company, move
his plant to El Paso and upon satisfactory proof that it was in the city
and all that he claimed It to be, free
of incumbrances, etc., the undersigned would take the number of shares
opposite their names In the Southwest company.
I put myself down
for two Hhares and Mr. Courchesne
Mayor Sweeney and
took two.
Henry Kelly took five shares between them and J. H. Nations, Austin & iMarr, A. P. Coles, the Newcompany, A. I
man Investment
Sharpe, Chas. DeGroff, W. 1. Heck-har- t.
Z. T. White and J. A. Smith
took one share each.
Homer Gem the Money.
"Several times Mr. Homer came
to me and wanted me to pay my
subscription before he had fulfilled
his part of the contract, but I would
not do so nor would any one else.
Finally he came to me with the
freight bills for his plant, which was
at the local depot, and wanted money to pay the freight on it. Although
he had still failed to carry out his
part of the agreement, I paid my
subscription and several others did
also.
Hut It was not long before
things began to go wrong and after
a while Homer left the city. Since
that time I have not heard from
him. Only this week we have put
our claims in the hands of an attorney to see what can be done towards getting our money back."
S. P. Weis'ger, who represents J
Ij. Harris and the
Dallas supply
house, state that the company had
sold
equipment
valued at about
$:i(i00 to Mr. Homer on which he
paid
$500,
had
about
the company
retaining a mortgage on the remainder. Mr. Harris
had bought out
Mr. Homer's Interests in the machinery and assumed the notes due the
company and was going to run a
printing and publishing
establishment. Mr. Weiseger did not think
he Intended to continue the publication of the magazine. He also stated,
"I have investigated at Phoenix anJ
ascertained beyond a doubt that the
Southwest company in which Homer
sold stock, was never Incorporated
Not a Itcliriii;- - Young Man.
Homer did not hide his light un
der a bushel and never took any
pains to conceal the fact that he was
it, town.
He llrst visited Kl Paso
about a year ago to look up the
proposition of bringing the Arizona
.Magazine here, and In a month
or
two came back with the magazine
He was always well
dressed, was
about medium height, rather rosy
complexion, smooth shaven and was
a very fluent talker. He was to be
seen frequently
t the
Klks" dub
and was generally very proud of
himself.
cla.ms
Homer
In the
Is said

Proposition to Start a Aaga-linResults In Complicated
Legal Action.

e

The Et Paso Herald of recent date

contains a tory concerning one W.
J. Homer, who is supposed to be In
this city, and ngainst whom proceedings have been brought ns the result
of a deal which he made In that city
for the publication of a magatlne

which did not materialize. The Herald says:
An attachment suit was filed toddy with Justice Marshall against
the Arizona Magazine company doing business In El Faso as "The
Southwest" company and local subscribers for stock In the concern met
last night and put their case In the
for action
bands of an attorney
against the company.
In the meantime W. J. Homer,
the promoter. Is out of town, and
has been for several days and nobody seems to know where he has
(ooe. Campbell Hardy saw him
several days ago in Albuquerque, he
says, but nobody else In Kl Paso
haa seen him for several days and
nobody expects to see him soon.
According to those who became
Interested here with him in his magazine that was to give world wlue
publicity to this region, Homer, who
brought the magazine here from
Phoenix and Issued one number,
an engraving
operated
nd also
plant for a short time, sold stock In
never existed.
a company whichmoney
have organLosers of the
ised to recover If possible and action looking to that end will be taken. President Hosea, of Phoenix;
the company which sold the ink for
the only Issue of the magazine ever
printed; the employes who did the
work, the Southern Type and Machinery company of Dallas, which
sold most of the equipment, and J.
I& 'Harris, who bought part of the
equipment and acvepied the printing supply company's mortgages on
the same, are all represented by attorneys In this city, who are seeking
to recover all or part of the amounts
the respective parties have lnvolv-ed.

The Suit.
T. W. Adams is a pho;o engraver
who worked for Homer in getting
out the first Issue of the magazine,
but he claims he was never paid
mnythlng for his services, end so his
claim for 8161 forms the basis of the
attachment taday sued out against
the property .by W. W. Brldgers, his
attorney. (Mr. Brldgers also represents the Ink company with a claim
ef 90 for which buU will probably
also be filed soon.
The next development In the case
will probably be some action taken
by 'Moore & Moore, who represent
the stockholders in the alleged
Southwest company. They paid Hotter between $1200 and $1500, they
ay, on his representations that he
The Southwest
itad Incorporated.
company to lake over the plant,
ood will, etc., of the Arizona Magazine company, which published the
Arizona Magazine at Phoenix. The
plant was to be moved to this city
and the name of the magazine
changed to "The Great Southwest."
The genial promoter represented
that he had the plant, but needed
$1800 or $2000 for working capital.
He had a plausible story and when
Introduced by J. D. Ponder to various people, the required $1SOO was
pledged to him on condition that he
first deliver his plant In this city
and show that he meant to do as he
He brought the plant to
Intended.
Kl 'Paso but had to get some of his
paid in before he
subscriptions
could pay the freight. Then the
magazine appeared. About this time
ft was announced that J. L. Harris
had .bought out the plant and Ho
mer left the city.
X
Sucili Company (?)
was made
Then the allegation
that there was no Southwest company; that It had never been incorporated in Arizona as it was claimed. The further allegation was made
that J. T. iliwea, president of the
Arizona Magazine company, and alleged president of the .Southwest
company, knew nothing about the
new alleged incorporation and that
his Huppoxrd signature to the Hhares
of stock distributed in this city were
a
not genuine. This precipitated
rash of those' Interested. the employes of the magazine, the Ink company, the Dallas Supply house, the
president of the old company and
owner of
Mr. Harris, the present
most of the plant, to protect their
Interests.
It Is also said that after Homer
left the city a string of small personal and other bills came to light,
f It is said that not a single account
had been paid that could be passed
for the time being. There were bills
from people who had fixed up the
quarters of the plant, drayage bills,
and ihardware men, haberdashers,
painter, In fact, practically every
need that hud been supplied, was
charged, most of the bills running
between $2.50 and J 0. A man w ho
had been Investigating the situation
very thoroughly stated this morning that he believed that the total
bills left by Homer would amount
to $25(10.
Out f this jumble came the engaging of attorneys to recover if
wime of the money involved
and four are known to represent
V.
Brldgers
W.
different clients.
represents T. W. Adams, photo
and the Ink company; H. P.
represents the Southern
WeLslger
Type and Machinery company, of
iMllas, and J. 1 Harris; Z. L Cobb
is looking after the Interests of the
Magazine company,
and
Arizona
.Moore & Moore have charge of the
pos-sib-

tickling cough, from any cause,
Is quickly stopped
by Dr. Shoop's
Cough Cure. And it Is so thoroughly harmless and safe, that Dr. Shoop
tells mothers everywhere to give it
even to very
without hesitation
young babes. The wholesome green
g
leaves and tender s.ems of a
mountainous shrub, furnish
the curative properties to Dr. Shoop's
Cough Cure.
It calms th cough.
and heals the sore and sensitive
No opium
bronchial membranes.
no chloroform, nothing harsh used
to Injure
Simply
or suppress.
resinous plant extract, that helps to
heal aching lungs.
The Spaniards
call this shrub which the Doctor
Always
uses, "The Sacred Herb."
demand Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure. All
Druggists.
o
Spbscribe for The Citizen an get
the news.
A

lung-healin-
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EVENING

LISTEN:

THEORY

"I iigure that an advertisement

placed in an
evening paper will be read at least four times as
well as one placed in a morning paper. The
reason is obvious: In the morning people are
too busy to read at any length. They look over
the headlines, and possibly read the articles that
are of special interest to them then throw the
paper aside. The day's work is before them,
and must be done. But in the evening the work
of the day is behind them, and they have the
time, and also a greater inclination, to read.
After supper, in easy chair and slippers, they
will take up the evening paper and read it to

Cooper's Views of Human Stomach
Noted by Medical Men.
A recent article In the New Orleans
Item gives an account of the effect
upon tho medical profession of that
city wi.h regard to L. T. Cooper's
theory that the human stomach Is
responsible for most ill health. The
article Is as follows:
"The astonishing sale of Cooper's
preparation In this city has
such Immense figures that
the, medical fraternity have been
forced Into open discussion of the
man's theories and medicines.
"The physicians seem to be divided
with regard to the young man's suc
cess In New Orleans some being
llllng to credit him for what he has
assert
accomplished, while others
that the interest he has aroused Is
but a passing fad that will die out as
uicKiy as it nns sprung up.
1n
a ttt n to m an t rpcpnllv nhlalnoil
from a well known physician of this
ty. the position of those In favor of
Cooper Is well voiced. The doctor
fluid: 'I am not a believer In nronrlet- ary medlcinles, but I must admit that
me or me racts recently brought
to my attention
concerning
this

Cooper medicine have gone far
removing the prejudice I had
foimed against them wnen I first
heard of Cooper's new ideas and
medicines.
" 'Numbers of my patients whom I
have treated for chronic liver, kidney
and stomach troubles have met me
and stated that Cooper's
medicine
him accomplished wonderful results
foi them.
In
I notice particularly
cases of stomach trouble that the
man has relieved several cases that
were of years' standing and proved
very obstinate to treatment.
" 'I do not wish to stand In the
way of something that may be for
the publlo good, simply through professional prejudice, and I am Inclined to give Cooper and his preparations credit as deserving to some extent the popular demonstration that
In
has been accorded them
this
city."
Cooper
medicines.
We sell the
They are proving remarkably successful throughout the entire United States.
J. H. OTtlelly Drug Co., Second
and Central.

rd

the very last line."
These are the sentiments of one of Albuquerque's largest merchants. Think it over and
decide if it is true.

WILLARD ELECTS FOREIGNERS TO

S

NEW

of

on
M.,

Jan.

17.

(Spec- -

ial.) A meeting of the Commercial
club was held Wednesday night of
this week at which much import
E. P.
ant business was transacted.
Davles was elected president of the
club; Wilbur Dunlavy, treasurer, and
Eugene Forbes, secretary to serve
for the ensuing year.
John T. Kelly, who has been prom
inently identified with the growth of
of the
Wlllard and development
whole Estancla valley, expects soon
to return to his home In St. Louis,
Mo., where he will
business.
The Continental Oil company has
decided to make Wlllard its headquarters and distributing point for
the town on the Estancla railway of
New Mexico and the Santa Fe Cen
The company will
tral railway.
erect suitable buildings for offices
and warehouses.
The Eastern l all way of New Mex
ico (A. T. & S. F. system) la plan
ning some extensive building here.
A pumping plant 42 by 122 feet hasj
been ordered and the Commercial!
club has been advised that the Im-- 1
mense Ice factory which will supply;
the w hole Santa Fe line from Am-- 1
arillo, Texas, to Wlnslow, Arizona,
has been ordered built at this place.
The factory will require hu ge build- logs and employ a considerable force!
of men.
Attorney E. P. Davles has receiv
ed his appointment us I'. S. Court
commissioner for this section of the
country.
N. E. Nichols
and family have
removed to Helen, N. M., where Mr.
Nichols will have charge of the rail
way pumping plant.
Jules A. Foreman, who has been
connected with the Wlllard Mercan
tile company as bookkeeper has re
signed his position und returned
east. Mr. Foreman recently lost his
visit to
wife who, died while on
er

.Missouri.

Stomach Trouble Cured.
Having been sick for the past two
years with a bad stomach trouble,
a friend gave me a dose of Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver TabThey did me so much good
lets.
that I bought a bottle of them and
have used twelve bottles In all. Today I am well of a bad stomach
Cooper,
trouble. Mrs. John Lowe.
Maine. These tablets are for sale by
All Druggists.
Had

NoJ

blllty to Witness Marriage
of American Heiress.

Company Opens

N.

New York, Jan. 17. A party of
friends of the Austrian bridegroom
who will (be guests at the approaching wedding of Miss Gladys Vander-bl- lt
arrived
and Count Sstechenyl
yesterday on
the steamer Kron
Prlnzessln Cecllle. They are Count
Denes Hzechenyl, the bridegrooms
oldest brother, secretary of the Hun's
garian embassey at Berlin, the
wife, Countess Szechenyi, formerly Princess Caramon Chlmay of
Szeohenyl;
Belgium; C'oiua Stefan
Count Anton Slgray, Who will be the
Count's best man; Count Paul Ester-hazan old companion of Count
Szechenyl, and Mr. and Mrs. Nelson
O'Shaughnessey
of the American
embassey at Vienna.
As they left the liner they were
met by Count Laszlo Szechenyl and
there was a joyous reunion at the
dock, after which the party entered
a great red touring car and whisked
uptown.
IrcNcl for Winter Weather
were garbed for
The foreigners
winter weather. Count Denes Szechenyl remarked that the severity o
the weather in Hubapest had exacted furs many weeks ago.
Countess
Szechenyl, the only woman repre
sentatlve of the nobility of Hungary
nuptials,
wore a
at the coining
long gray seal coat with sliver gray
fox cape. She seemed to enjoy the
questions of the reporters Immensellat-ter-

y,

y-

gary. '
When a question about a possible
marriage
settlement was asked,
Count Denes broke in with: "Well,
you can say for Count Laszlo's big
brother that there Is no such thing
They will soon go
as a settlement.
to Hungary and the
welcome accorded Count Laszlo and Countess
Gladys will be heard
around the
world. Then you will know the sentiments of the Hungarian nobility."

GIVE US A CHANCE
To figure on that bill of lumber.
Our lumber comes from our own
mills located In the best body of
timber In New Mexico.
A large stock
of dry spruce
dimension on hand. Why not buy
the best when It is Just as eheapT
It will pay you to look Into this.

IIOTKL AIUUVAIjS.
Alvai-ado-

.

RIO

C Haynes, Dnever; C. A.
Harhyat, Los Angeles; ,S. L. Bean,
Los Angeles; C. H. Smith, Los Angeles; I. I. Grafton, Los Angeles; K.
T. Jones, Denver; J. R. Barker, Santa Fe; A, W. Barlow, Chicago; R.
Las Vegas; Lucy L.
R. Larkin,
Sohnlbly, Peoria, 111.; J. G. Ducey,
Portland, Ore.; F. A. McDonald,
Seattle; N. Gray, Pelo Alto, Cal.;
O. .Suelberger, Oakland, Cal.; H. U.
Jones, Oakland, Cal.; F. Finch, Oakland; F. A. Larraber, Oakland; W.
L. Van Harllngen, Oakland; A. Livingston. N. Y.; J. M. Alurdock,
Chicago; R. W. Prentice, Las Vegas;
wife,
O. Mack and
N. Y.; X. A.
Chicago; Wm. A. Lanb,
Spencer,
Denver; F. F. Richards, Denver; S.
A. McCoy, Belen; A. F. Morrissett,
Helen; J. 15. Card, Las Vegas; V.
Garside, El Paso; A. J. Henlstent,
Clovls. X. M.; J. if.
Denver.
net-b- h
;efl-sr- a
c eototte..
ijlngm
H.

BLOOD FILLED WITH IJRIC ACID
Rheumatism comes from an excess of uric acid in the Mood. This acid
circulatnaf through, the system acts as an initant to the t'.ilTerent nuiscles,
nerves, bones and tissues of the body, and produces the inflammation and
Kwelliiiir of the joints and the sharp, cutting pains characteristic of the disease. When the IiUxhI is overburdened with uric acid it continually grows
weaker and more act id, and poorer in iinnrishii: jf qualities. Then Rheumatism bci'uiues chronic, and nut only a painful, but a formidable and dangerous disease. Sometimes the heart is attacked, the general health is afl'icled.
and the oils and fluids which lubricate the muscles and joints are destroyed
by the acrid matter which the blood is constantly depositing in them ; the
tnustles fdirinl; and lose their elas ticity, the coating of the joints becomes
ban) and thick, and often the sulTerer is kit a hopeless cripple. S. S. 5.
attacks the disease at Us head, goes down into the circulation, and by neutralizing and removing the uric acid from the
circulation am! building up the thin, acrid
Hood, cures Rheumatism permanently.
S. S. S. changes the sour,
t a rich, healthy stream which
d

blixxl

quiets the
excited nerves, eases the throbbinir. painful
muscles and joints, and filters out of the
PURELY VEGETABLE
system the irritating matter which is causing
Begin the use of S. S S. now and get the cause
the pain and inflammation.
out of your bhsid so that the cold and dampness of Winter will not keep you
in con.suni (.jiu and miserv
Hook on Rheumatism and anv medical advice
free.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA. GA.
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AM) KXt'OM TONIGHT.
Amatuer night is getting to be
such a success at the Crystal thut
Manager Orendorff has decided to
keep It up even af;er he has resumed vaudeville again, which won't be
so very long now.
Among the aspirants scheduled for tonight are
Ml-s- s
in recitations
Xlna Borron,
and singing, "Kid" Jackson, coon
shouter and dancer and the Misses
Myrtle and Pany Eades, sister song
and dance team.
The regular moving picture show
ls given in conjunction with the amateur exercises and no raise In price
is made.
Three very amusing moving pictures are being shown now. "A Female Highwayman," quite sensationVisits London,'1
al; "A Chinaman
Jolly, and "A First Class Hotel
and Restaurant," extremely funny.
Two illustrated songs are the rule
two will be,
Tonight
the
now.
"Smile on Ale," and "In the Valley
both good. The full
of Yesterday"
amatuer and picture show will be
so room
performances
given both
will be osHured to all.
Are you looking ror somemirn? Remember the want columns of The
Evening Cltlien are for your especial
benefit. It talks to the people and
they talk to you.

8.

GO,

Cor. 3rd and Marquette

YOU CAN SAVE
A checkino; account will not only help you to spend

your money economically, but it will also aid you

to save money systematically.
When you have a record of every cent you pay out
(which you will have, if you pav by check) you
will be more careful of your expenditures.
A checking account gives you a complete record
of
every cent you spend. You get a receipt for each
bill paid. You have safety for your funds and
convenience for your business transactions.
PAY BY CHECK.

THE BANK OF COMMERE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPIAL AND SURPLUS $200 onn

Convenience - Comfort - Security

bro-the-

o.
splendid young nobleman, rich, honest and loved by his people. Gladys
t'rulgv.
Vanderbilt as Countess Szechenyl
Mrs. A. L. Baca, Sania Fe; J. F.
will have the social recognition acDenver; H. Scott. Los Ancorded the royal house of Hun- - Powell,
geles; C. C. iStubbs, Belen.

GRANDE LUMBbH

Phone

Mrs. O'Shaughnessy is a daughter
Sturges.
of Dr. Kliot Cowes of Baltimore. She
J. E. Wharton, Alamogardo; V. L.
has been an Intimate friend of the McDermoth, X. Y.; A. Sandoval,
Szechenyl family many years and Sandoval; J. Unde, St. Louis; C. W.
declared with emphasis that Gladys Trimble, Ft. Collins, Colo.;J. H. WilVanderbilt would receive a welcome liams, Hanover; A. Mermet, Sr., Las
from the nobility of Hungary equal Vegas.
to that bestowed upon a princess of
;rniul Central.
the royal blood.
Wcdiling Gifts When Tliey Arrive.
W. H. Comer, Las Cruces; Miles
"The wedding gifts are beauti- Christy, Las Cruces; J.- K. Walton,
Las Vegas; L. D. Eneroy, Clovls, X.
ful," she said. "Count Laszlo's
Willard;
E. B.
were not Inclined to make a M.; D. Hodgson,
big splurge by bringing a lot of gifts Hickson, hoswell, N. M.; L. Hlgglns,
M.
N.
over here, and very wisely, 1 believe, Roswell,
left them home, wnere they will
Suvoy,
await the count and countess when
H. J. Leland, Los Angeles; G. lfix-leI have known
they reach Hungary.
Roswell, X. M., Murray & Mack
Count Laszlo for year. He Ls a

BHEUMATISM

se

Issued at an hour
when people have time to read

WEDDING

w New Headquarters.
Willaj-d- ,
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NO SWELL

Important Session Held Wed Incoming Steamer Brings
nesday-Oi- l

ADVERTISE IN

The telephone makes the
duties lighter, the cares leas
and the worries fewer.
YOU

The
telephone
preserves
your health, prolongs your life
and protect your home.

NEED A TELEPHONE

IN TOUR HOME.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkcfe Roofing

First and Marqtxette
VV.

811-81- 1

U.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

PATTERSON

Iviverv
and Boardlntr
Weet SUwr Ayenur.
AJJHJQUKKQCE.

a Albuquerque

Sthlu

KEW MEXICO.

Foundry and

TpIphIi,...- -

Machine Works

HALL, roprlator
Iron and Brass Castings: Ore, roal and Lumber Cars: Shaft,
lngs, Pulleys, Grade Bars. Babbit Metal:
Columns and Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
R0mlrm mm Mining mmm- Mill Mmmhimmry m Bmmmimltr
Joundry east side of railroad track.
Albuoueraue N v

ooooooooooooooci

H.

rnnAY, januaiiy

BOATS QUAY COUNTY

TORPEDO

Will

ALBUQUERQUE

it, iot.

"shivery" operation and is extremely
liable to cause colds. The bathroom
above all should be kcpl warm.
,This is easy and the bath is a
comfort if you have a

Have Already Lost Three Days Fire Did Not Put Institution
Out of Business-Improvem- ent
and Will Try for Record
to Catch up.
Club is Busy.
IVr.

By Xnrninn

On board V. 8. S. Georgia.
At Sea, Jan. 17.

Tucumcarl, N. M., Jan. 17. (Special) It Is being suggested that Tucumcarl property holders form an
Improvement club to make a crusade
'or a more hygenlc and . beautiful
cKy.
Since the installation of the
water system, trees, shrubbery and
grass could be easily started and kept
growing by irrigation
until well
enough rooted to live by natural rainfall. It is believes that this spring
will witness a very large amount of
tree planting, both fruit, ornamental
and shade varieties.
The Quay County Savings bank
has not lost a day's business from
the fire which robbed it of Its bank
home. The company has rented a
part of the "building of the Tucumcarl
Furniture compnny, and Is doing
business as though nothing had happened. Another building more suitable for its needs will be provided
immediately.
Perlstein, a prominent
Herman
merchant of this city, and Miss Belle
Hamburger, of St. Iuis, Mo., will
be married January 20 at the home
of the bride. The couple will return here for their future home after
a wedding trip of a month.
C. O. Carpenter, bookkeeper
for
th e First National bank, has decided to make this his permanent home
and has brought his wife and daughter to reside here.
M. H. Koch has recently purchased
the undertaking business of Barnes
and Rankin, and will put In a large
stock of undertaking goods. Mr. Koch
has also been put in charge of the
Improvements to be made In the Tucumcarl cemetery grounds, and he
will begin Immediately to beautify
the ground and put the cemetery
business in more orderly condition.
A new city directory
has been
compiled by Rex Foster.
.M. Rudolph, county
superintend
ent of schools, will conduct a teachers' examination on January 31 and
February 1. for the benefit of those
who wish to teach In the county
schools. No permits will be granted
after the above dates.
The Tucumcarl Public Service Co.,
besides its splendid water system, is
Investing a good deal of money in
other needed enterprises. The company is putting In a broom factory,
cold storage and a cotton gin. A
great deal of broom corn has been
raised. In this section this year and
more acreage will be put in the
coming season.

Rio Janeiro, Jan. 17. Those grim
of the navy, the torpedo
boat destroyers, are upon their mettle. Already they have lost three
days, while the big fleet has bowled
merrily along upon schedule time.
The Pltuatlon la exasperating: and between Pernambuco and Rio Janiero
the wosplrh craft will try for a record.
(Lieutenant Commander Cone shortened his may In Pernambuco by reason of the rioting of hl Jackles
ashore there.
at PernamWord of the trouble
buco provoked llttl comment among
the officers of the tig fleet. The outbursts of the Jackles of the mosIf
quito fleet are not unexpected.
any man 1n all Uncle Sam's navy has
licens- to run amuck when ashore. It
Is the man eft the torpedo boat. His
Is the most trying of all naval service.
There Is no other naval craft that
approaches the torpedo boat destroyer for all around deviltry. Long, low,
rakish, there Is something peculiarly
sinister about them. I felt, when 1
approached them oft Trinidad, the
for a
same sort of respect one has bench-legged
grim vlsaged stoutly-fangebull dog posed In the fighting
pit. An air of menace envelops them.
iQne feels It even more atrongly
aboard. There Is none of the parlor
effect one finds on a battleship.
"Kverythlng Is grimy and black. The
men look like plumber's assistants.
Kven the officers are attired In
khaki. The spick and span
cleanliness of the big dogs of war
is strikingly lacking.
An officer in stained khaki greeted
aboard
me warmly as I sprawled
from a team launch. There are no
gangways. Their decks are so low
that the swells outside any protected
harbor freely wash their convex
backs. Kvidently the builders felt
that no one would ever care to board
them save those doomed to service,
and the only way to keep them
aboard would be to provide no exits.
The contrast between the Whipple,
Lieutenant Commander Cone's flagship, and the Oeorgta was overpowering. The big battleships were made
to go to sea. They displace about
15,000 ton each, and a wave has
against
about as much effect, clashing
their uteel sides, as they would, on a
light
long,
bunch of steel safes. The
Rank Foolishness.
torpedo boat destroyers dance about
"When attacked by a cough or a
on the waves of a
or when your throat is sore, it
storm much after the fashion of a cold,
Is rank foolishness to take any other
cockle-shel- l.
than Dr. King's New DisThe temperature In my room on medicine
covery," gays C. O. Eldrldge, of Emthe Georgia stood at 8 degrees. pire, Ga. "I have used New DiscovWhat It was aboard these crafts I ery seven years and I know It Is the
could only guess by the appearance best remedy on earth for coughs and
of the sailor on the Whipple. Their colds, croup, and all throat and lung
with troubles. My children are subject to
clothing had been powdered
but New Discovery quickly
urease, soot and coal dust until It croup,
cures every attack."
Known the
was a dull gray. The perspiration, world
over
as the King of throat and
trickling down
their faces, had lung remedies.
Sold under guaranplowed little grayish streaks in the tee at All Dealers. 50c and $1.00.
Trial bottle free.
black lacquer. Their eyes were
and strangely vicious.
carries
destroyers
six
Kach of the
all the flo- SAYS OUR ARMY
a crew of S5 men. aInsurgeon
nor a
tilla there is neither
hospital boat. The Junior officer
IS NOT MUCH GOOD
binds up all cuts or bruises and administers calomel. It Is no life for
a weakling. Men time their illness
according to the facilities for treat- ('iiiinn Officer Tliinks Americans
ment.
Have Too Much Faith in the
Sanitation and wholesomeness obVolunteed No Means
aboard
degree
superlative
For Supply Soltains to the
dress
officers
battleships.
The
diers.
the
for dinner and enjoy band concerts.
lleiiin, Jan. 17. "The mobilizing
They sleep in comparative comfort.
under
They have the test of food and soup of the United States army,
once a day. These things are laugh- present conditions, would obviously
ed at contemptuously aboard the de- produce a very poor result," says
Lieutenant-ColonLe Juge. a restroyers.
Here they sleep as they may, on tired officer of the German army,
the lloor, standing up, anyway they In a pamphlet just Issued on the
can if the weather is rough: in close- American land forces, "although the
in miserably sorrowful
ly swung hammocks
spectacles of the year
?ea Is 1898 would not be reproduced."
cramped quarters If the
The author has nothing but praise
smooth. The dining saloon is about
the size of the vestibule on a Pull- for the officers, who are "keen, conRut
man car. It accommodates half a scientious and well educated."
The glass tumblers are held among the men he finds great lack
dozen.
Is of discipline. As to the general
tableware
In patent ranks, the
Matches are secreted
he records the prevalent
lashed down.
No dishes are served opinion in professional
circles In
In drawers.
on the table; fond goes directly to a Kiiropo that It lacks cohesion.
"No preparation for war Is made
man's hand and with the shortest
.
,
dispatch to hi mouth. Soup In peace; no organization of the
units into armies with their requisite
is linblo to go anywhere.
The marvel of this cruise will not staffs had been drawn up ami no
be the saf arrival of the battleships provision Is male for supply.
This defect he considers duo to
at Magdalena bay, but of the destroy if.-- .
the general belief of the American
public (In splie of the demands of
military men and of the
it v 1 iKi:ssritIH.ST ni chiropo
press for a moblization scheme) that
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlorS op- all that is necessary when war comes
posite the Alv:;rado and next door t is to till up with volunteers
the
to glT
Sturge.-.-" cafe is prepared
of regiments kept on a weak
do hat' ranks
thorough scalp treatment,
peace footing and then form them
dressing, treat corns, bunions and
army
into brigades, divisions an
She gives manj
nails.
Mrs corps.
treatnn nt and manicuring.
"Rut," he continued, "a critical
iianibini's own preparation of comview of the condition of the army,
plexion cream builds up the skin hni
It
complexion.
and
improves the
iiotwlthstund.ng its good equipment
guaranteed not to be injurious. Bh and armament, does not make the
a hair tonic that cure outlook hopeful in case of hostilities
a No
hair falland prevents dandruff and dead
hair with a great military power."
ing out; restores life to superfUout
As o the national guard, he says
remove" moles, warts and by vlbratoi
d
that competent foreign observers
hair. Massage treatment
of
tnt
any
blemish
this force as of very small
machine. Kor
"amblr
Mr
consult
face call and
alue. as it is thought that of the
o
it; floO men enrolled not more than
The finest Coffee
highest
estimate
i.000
at the
has recently bee.
uld be tit for service.
Snoop of Racine.
lr.
lon't have to boll it tw
"Made In
ty minutes.
It Doc the ltuslness.
Tr.
E. E. Chamberlain, of
says the doctor. "Ileali
says of Rucklen's Arnica
Corfe
really the closest
ever .yet produced. No;
"It does the business; I have
it for piles ar.d It cured them,
real Coffee In It either.
Is made
it for chapped hands and it
fee Imitation
grains,
or
Applied it to an old
them.
toasted cereals
ind it healed It without leav-enuts. etc. Ileally It woul
expert were he to un
behind." tie at All Deal- drink It for Coffee. C. N.
ea devil
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Gross Kelly & Co.

A lath in a cold room is a

IN RACE

HURRY

CITIZEN.

For a Warm
Bath Room

BANK STAYS

HAVE TO

EVENING

(Incorporated)
'

Wholesale

ERFECTION
Oil Heater

G rocers

(Equipped with Smokeless Device)

It may be carried from any other room to the bath room, which
it will heat while you are preparing or the bath. Impossible
to turn it too high or too low. The most economical heater
you can buy
one filling.

intense heat for

Th'JSajLamp

9 hours with

Wool Hide and Pelt
Dealers

'tlthilt

hold purposes. Gives a clear.
steady light Made 01 brass throughout and nickel
plated.
Equipped with the latest improved crntral
nple -- satisfactory. Every
draft burner. Handsome-larrGuaranteed.
It you cannot get heater or lamp at your dealer's,
write our nearest agency lor descriptive circular.
m

Albuquerque and Las
Vegas

OIL. CO.
CONTINENTAL.
Incorporated)
(

3

niHING NEWS
FROM MANY

CAMPS

roads are now heading for the disand building is in progress.
trict,
These are the Moffat road, the Laramie & Hahn's Peak, and the Saratoga & Encampment.
The Union
Pacific ha alRO surveyed a line
which runs directly across the Snake
River Consolidated claims. These
mines are ready to ship ore Immediately on the Installation of machinery, which will doubtless be put
in place some time this season.

Gross Kelly & Co,
-

Mia

ft Iknvn

1.000
Colo.

Iret.

Cripple Creek,
It Is definitely announced that the shaft on
the Delmonlco mine will be sunk to
Conditions Generally Good the 1,000-folevel to penetrate the
rich sulphide rone which has been
and Activities Continue
the making of every great mine in
the district. The Delmonlco was the
Rich New Properties.
favorite property
of Stratton, the
mining king, who had great hopes
of making a fabulously rich strike.
Kansas CHy, Mo., Jan. 17. Re- The present owners are confident
ports being received from the many that they are within easy distance
mining districts of the country are of success, and that a few weeks at
to the effect that operations are most will prove astounding results.
opening up many new properties and
that activities are continuing steadPronpecUws Itrave Winter.
ily and normally.
Reports received
Cobj. NotwithstandMontezuma,
from some properties are as fol- ing the rigors of a Rocky
Mountain
lows:
winter, miners and prospectors are
Ore nt iirass Roots.
busy all along the
belt of
Hermosillo,
Sonora, Mei. It is sulphide which traverses Summit
understood that the Chihuahua peo- county.
new
Strikes,
development,
ple are contemplating development
mine purchases are of common
on their Carnero property
on
a and
occurrence,
camp
the
of Monlarge scale, as It Is asserted that tezuma will and
be the scene of intense
they have shipping ore at tho grass
In the spring.
Three large
roots. This will be one step more act'vity
power companies are working In adtoward a railroad line from Herrno-slll- o vance of
their surveys on their terto the coast by way
of the
plants, and the erection
of
Lluvla de Cobre mines. A conces- minal
and poles will be rushed with
sion for this road has already been towers
dispatch.
Large
all
being
sums
are
granted to Ilermosillo parties, who spent for electrical supplies,
and
are awaiting the result of Lluvla de there
is no question but mnny of
Cobre development work and
the the mines will be ready to use power
final success of the Mcdbury fur- the moment it is
turned on. The
naces at the Verde (Irande mines.
and Silver Princess and
The work of Installing new machin- Chautauqua
ore
ery at the Lluvla de Cobre property other mines are storing away
preparatory to the new conditions
is progressing as fast us skilled meMontezuma,
which will prevail In
chanics can push it.
and many believe that the famous
Income of Leadvllle will be eclipsed.
F.iglit.v Per Cent in Silver.
lireckenridge, Colo. It is learned
I letter Conditions at tiolilliehl.
that lead ore of remurkable purity
Nev. Conditions
are
has been struck by the Wellington
Mines company in its big property improving, and the outlook for mining men. as well as miners. Is better
at Hreckenrldge.
One of the byproducts is silver. The lead values than for some time. The mines were
run up to approximately
80
per closed for 107 days of the year Just
passed, yet the output was nearly
cnt. it is understood that the com- $12,000,000,
or an Increase over 1905
pany intends to give some attention
A greater output for
oon to an undeveloped section of of $8,000,000.
g
area. This section 190S Is promised in the number of
the
adjoins he property of the Reliance new mines likely to lie brought In.
Dredging company, which removed
a good sized fortune in gold during
.
TitvtiKiiY
the dredging season Just closed.
This section is nearly half a mile
from the Gold Chest vein of the Wellington, in which a strike of gold- bearing
ore was made several
months ago. The section to be developed Is of large area.

(Incorporated)

ot

Work on the Kansas
producing gratifying results.
said to have been discovered
the Red Bird claim almost at
surface, which asnayed $6.40 to
ton. The vein Is oxidized quart
was uncovered practically
at
surface.
ld

Is
la

Ore
on

the
the
and
the
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TO COMPLETE

OUR

PANAMA CANAL

le

gold-bearin-

Secretary Tuft Kays It Will Take
About Six Yours Yet Oust
Three II ii n I rcl Million Dollars.
Washington, D. C, Jan.
retary Taft appeared before the

AD VER Tl SEGMENTS

Sec-

sen-

YQJJ

ate committee on interoceanlo canals yesterday and gave the committee
concerning
information
the
Panama canal and offered suggestions for legislation. He gave a complete review of conditions at the
canal ajid quoted from Information
he had received from various officials connected with the work. He
expressed the opinion that the canal
should be completed within six years
from next July and that its ultimate
cost would be approximately $300,- 1100,000,
including
purchase
the
price.

ARE. READING

THIS ONE

A lustier Health Level.
"I have reached a higher health
level since I began using lr. King's
New Life Pills," writes Jacob Springer, of West Franklin, Maine.
"They
keep my stomach, liver and bowels
working just right."
If these pills
disappoint you on trial, money will
2Dc.
be refunded at All Dealers.
-

or l'l'iiuo

un-:-

.

Clothes

Dig Strike on Yukon.

Iaw.on, Yukon Ter.

Recent discoveries of gold on Rlack illll creek,
a tributary to the Stewart river in
the Yukon district, is causing great
excitement.
Claims Hie being held
at from $5,uuu to $30,000, according
to locution, and miners arc prospecting every foot of the ground.
Khick Hill creek is about midway uf
the claims held by the Yukon i'.asln
(iola lirtdging company on Stewart
river, wliero large dredging opera"And that dig allied looking man sitting on the platform U, I suppose,
tions are being pushed with vigor. a very prominent citzen."
The company expect to have a large
"No; only prominent eiionli to be chosen one of the vice presidents at
dredge In operation on their propall the public meetings, but not prominent enough ever to get anything with
erly by the lir.st of Jane this year.
inoliinicnt attache to it."
( v with
To Start Work on Placers.
sriiivn
it.
Cheyenne,
Wyo. The
American
ilold Placer Mining company, whose
headquarters are in this city, are to
have a meeting February i for the
purpose of electing officers and
transacting other business of the
company.
It is understood
here
Ki.it tlw company is going to place
an order at once for dredging machinery, so as to get in on the
mound ready for business by early
spring. Tim property of tins company is on lougius creek, where
S' me
5.000 acres of placer grounos
ate to be exploited.

u;;

lAploriiit; Throe I'orUs District.
Battle. Wyo. It has been known
foi many years that rich deposits of
gold, silver, lead and copper were
to be found In the Three Forks district, and many miners have deplored the fact that transportation
facilities were lacking. Three rail

Ederheirner-Stei-n
Suits for the Young Fellows
store cannot do you a
THIS
JL greater personal service

or benefit itself more than by
helping you to secure the best
clothes of leading makers at
prices you can afford to pay.

1

w

Ask to

See the " Longworth
A style far in advance of the
common procession Distinctive
Stylish Perfectly Tailored
Better Fitting Shape Retaining.
Prices $15 to $30.

J

w.

do this; there's every reaso:i
why it should; unques- tionably it does when
p
it offers you this
stylish, reliable
Ia
make.

All Sizes 30 to 38.

left

j

'
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Walker Tlzo: Guess what's the latest! Some rich relative has
Stone Rruzes a. tubful of money.
Handle l'unn: Huh, he'll never touch It as long- - a it's In a tub.
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ALBUQUERQUE

EVENING

CITIZEN.

I'illHAY. JAM "AMY

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN FOR A VACATION AND REST

t'

No difference what has brought you to New Mexico healtn, recreation,
sport or observation you will like The Valley Ranch, at I'ecos, N. M. Everybody does, and the reasons is obvious.
There you find typical ranch life
There you can rest, read, walk, ride, drive,
with the privations cut out.
They
shoot, fish, trap, or Just simply loaf, Hnd no one will bother you.
have everything you could need on such nn outing, from cattle and
Most picturesque scenery,
to easy chairs, and all at your disposal.
beautiful roads and paths, bear r squirrels, as you prefer; good horses, tents,
cabins or housi s, fine board and last atid best of all, a Jolly good crowd-la- dles
ami gentlemen.
AMI YOU CAN'T SI'KM) MORE TIIXN MM! 1MH,LK.S A WEEK.
For further particulars, call at The citizen office, or address Valley
Ranch, I'ecos, N. M.

PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
By the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
WILLIAM F. BROGAN

PRESIDENT
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FURNITURE
STRONG BLOCK

,.$5.00

One year hy mall In advance
One month hjr tun 11
One month hy cm trier within city limits

1901.

F. H. STRONG

rs

W. S. STRICKLER

1

IT,

R0

PiiNtnfflce of Albuqncrque, X. M.,

of March 3,

Tho only
medium of tins
lllu-fratc-

and tho

In New Mexico

ht

THE ALrUQl'KRQrrc

C1T1ZF.N IS:
The leading Ilrpiihllcan dully and weekly ncwuapcr of tlie Sonthu-rnttlie advocate of Kcptihlictiii principles and the "Square Deal."

r3

'jii
food
No other
deteriorates so
rapidly its the Oyster, Its linhltnt Is
the
It requlit-- coolness and
alimluto freedom front exposure to
the air In order to retain its tlHIeato
flavor ami Its w liolesomcncss. SKAL-SIIII- T
OYSTERS are brought direct to its from the choicest licds of
America. They are shucked Into
porcelain cases, scaled and packed In
Ice. which never comes In contact
with the oysters. Tim use of Uie
Kculshlpt currier is the secret of
their superiority.

.

s

TDK AMil QfKUQl'F CITTr.N HAS:

H

fluent oqnlpKNl Job department In New Mexico.
IVc and Auxiliary Xf
reports by Asmx-latci- l

The tote

Service.

"WE GET THE NEWS ITItST."
"STATEHOOD FOR NrW MEXICO"

Q BeautifuC City

Farming

Implements

Largest and Most Complete Line Ever Shown in This City
DEALERS

: We especially desire to call your attention ;to our large line of Walking
and Sulky PJowe, Scotch, Steel and Disc Harrows, Cultivators: Hay
Presses, the improved Buckeye Mower the strongest and most
satisfactory mower on the market at the present time, especially
adapted for Alfalfa Fields. Studebaker wagons the only kind
worth buying or having. REFAIRS: We carry acomplete stock of

The United States government, since it recently sent a member of its

president's cabinet to South America on a mission of peace and Rood will,
has been taking an active interest in the gteat big country to our south.
The north of America knows only too little about the south part of the
big continent, but many citizens of the United States are inventing cifpital in
the south and are opening up a great field of commerce.
One of the American trade spreaders, who has but recently returned

Prices the Low est

Write for Prices and Descriptive Catalogues.

tVom Rio Janiero, where our Meet Is now resting, has written a glowing description of that city and of the big republic, of which it la the capital. This,

in part, is what he says:

.
Illo Janeiro, where our fleet is spending ten days, is one of the most
It has n populabeautiful, Interesting and, progressive cities of the world.
tion and commerce that entitles It to first rank as a capital and metropolis.
ta varied attractions, and its modern characteristics are not generally known
and appreciated in the United States because it is out of the usual route
4)1 travel abroad.
t
The thousands of American officers nnd sailors, who, nre aboard our
(hlps and who have not before vtsited .South America, will be surprised at
Jjhe magnitude and progress of this Brazilian city and will be deeply pleased
No
with the splendid hospitality of the Brazilian government and people.
Experience that any American fleet or squadron has ever had In Europe or
It Is thereAula will even rival that which they will enjoy in Rio Janeiro.
fore fitting, especially at this time when everybody is taking more or less
interest In South America as a result of Secretary Root's recent visit to that
yart of the world, to note some remarkable facts about Rio Janeiro and
air axil.
'
A the fleet steamed into the Bay of Rio those aboard our ships beheld
cenery and natural surroundings of unrivaled charm. This remarkable harbor la entered between mountainous promontories, and then it opens out
Ijtfo a rare expanse of deep water which would permit all the navies of the
world to float safely at anchor.
It is dotted here and there with Islands of
On the left, tower the lofty peaks of the Organ mountains,
Varying size.
Upon
whlla on the right the land slopes away gracefully to distant hills.
graceful crescents of the bay at the foot of the mountains and creeping up
pi their sides. Ilea the city itself, with an. nnrearance ef solidity and strength
worthy of the powerful republic of which it is the capital.
Within the limits of Rio Janeiro are nearly 900,000 people and It Is
growing so rapidly that the million mark will be passed before this decade
m ended.
No city in the United States, with the exception of New Tork
jod Chicago, is Increasing its population more rapidly.
'.-.Its most striking features are the famous Avenlda Central, Its principal
street, the" boulevard system along the water front, the elegant public buildings and churches, and the presence on one side of the magnificent bay. and
oa the other of lofty mountain peaks. In, its immediate suburbs, from which
sta Incomparable view can be obtained.'
The Avenlda Central extends for a mile and a half through the very
heart of the city and is as beautiful as the Champs Elysee In Paris or the
TXnter den Linden in Berlin.
It was constructed recently at a cost of
and would put to shame anything corresponding to It In Washington.
New Tork or Chicago.
It is over 100 feet wide in the clear, while running
along Its center are handsomely designed ovals servings as refuges for
crossing and each one carrying an exquisitely designed pillar with
Alternating with these at the vide of the road
three large electric lights.
way are decorative gas lamps.
Illumination can thus he arranged to a
nicety at any time of the day or night or for any function.
Facing the
buildings
Avenida are handsome
of harmonious design.
Here nre many of
newspaper
offices,
the National Library, the homes of the most
the clubs,
important commercial bodies and large department stores.
At the north
passengers
pier
for
ml Is a
who are cjming and going from steamers.
At
the south is the National Opera house with the Monroe palace. In which was
held the Third International American conference, and which is Intended for
public meetings of great Importance.
Other avenues parallel or at right
angles to this avenida are now In course of construction
The bojlevard
aystem Is extensive and causes admiration.
This
at the nav ner the
south end of the avenlda and
the water around the crescent of Bota-fogbeneath the magnlflce.it peak of Corcovado and finally continues on
towards the open Atlantic fifteen miles from the he'irt of the city.
This
grand driveway presents a variety of beauty at every 'uro tat has no equal
Europe
or the United States.
in
The mountains hack of and surrounding the city nre rapidly being converted into parks, villas and locations for handsome residences.
Tramways
ran to their summits where a panorama spreads before the eye not to he
found In the Immediate vicinity of any corresponding great city of the
Rio Janeiro possesses a system of waterworks, sewerage, electric
world.
tramways, electric lights, telephones, telegraphs, etc., equal to that in any cty
f North America.
Automobiles abound and on every hand there are evidences of wealth.
The city also has its commercial and manufacturing life
that show Its material growth. Its libraries, colleges, schools and hospitals
are conaucien witn up to date methods and are housed in capacious buildings with the latest facilities.
Brazil, of which Rio Janeiro is the capital, hns a population of nearly
J9.000.000.
The most startling fact about the country is
It has a
larger connected area than the United States proper, extendingthatover 3,L'00.-BS
square miles.
The total foreign trade of Brazil In 106 amounted to
430.000,000, of which exports were valued at t 265,0(01, 000 and imports at
1115.000,000, giving a remarkable bulance of trade of Jlu0.00.00rt In favor of
Hraxll.
These totals, moreover, represent an advance of t65.Oii(),U(i0 over
the total trade of 1905. a positive Indication of prosperity.
That Itlo Janeiro Is a busy port is Indicated by the fact that the total number of Ingoing
and outgoing vessels In 1906 amounted to nearly 4.700. with a total tonnage
af about 7.000.000.
Although Rio Janeiro Is often classed as a tropical city, being
of the Tropic of Capricorn, it is situated xo n,.ar the sea that itJusthasnorth
the
benefit of constant breezes.
Close at hand, moreover, is the summer capital of I'etropolls, at an elevation of 7.000 feet, and res..rt in the surrounding mountains where everybody can go to cool oit if it gets too hot In town
Careful attention to sanitation has minimized the dangers from yellow and
typhoid fever, which so long scourged Rio Janeiro and gave it a bad name
in the world.
An unlimited wupply of the purest water helps to promote
the physical welfare of Its inhabitants.
Tho latest health statistics how
that the mortality rate is only 19.65 per thousand, which U lower
than the
(average of Washington and many other leading American cities.
$35,-0,0-

rs

o,

(Experts way that cement can eventually be used as a substitute for forestry. With the aid of cement and some of the forestry experts now in New
Mexico, we may yet save a few trees for future use.

If the army officers are to ride up cliffs and down hills, most of the
cavalry horses ought to be purchased In Kansas City, Mo., where such feats
are common every day occurrences.
The man who Is always asking questions wants to know Just how many
different photographs of Evelyn Nesbit Th.iw there are In active working
Well there ate enough.
rder.

1on't forget that trade excursion over the

Helen

cut-of-

f

It is the best

airoposition yet made to the business men of Albuquerque and should not

he neglected.

V

What has become of the good old fashioned man who use to pat the
small boy on the head and tel. him that tome
he might be president?
tiome of our naval experts are waiting with bated breath to hear that
is something really wrong with the. tiavy.

there

' It bas.been decided at last that we will give Cuba to the Cubans.
tho In thunder can we give the Philippines to?

Now

Quality the Best

GAIN

t ABOUT TOWN

VALUATION

Richelieu Coffee none better.
T. P. Tolle was here from Gallup

today.
J. F. Hinkle, of Roswell, was in the
city yesterday.
C. Fuller, of Las Vegas, was in the
city yesterday,
Richelieu olives, the best on any
market,
W. M. Connell, of Los Lunas, Is an
Albuquerque visitor.
Mrs. E. S. Kennedy, of Chicago, Is
a visitor in the city.
A. L. Stewart, of Shawnee, wus a
business visitor yesterday.
Try Richelieu Ketchup.
J. V. Key, of Belen, spent yesterday in the city on business.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Myers, of Raton,
are in the city for a short visit.
See F. F. Trotter whenever you
need groceries. You'll get the best
Pat McLaughlin, of Socorro, was In
the city yesterday, visiting friends.
Mrs. Thomas Jones, of Gallup, was
an Albuquerque visitor yesterday.
L. B. Sylvester, of Monte Vista,
Colo., was a business visitor yesterday.

J. I. Smith, a prominent business
man of Ogdu, Utah, is a visitor In
Albuquerque.
at
Ultra fine canned pineapples
the Richelieu.
D. A. Willard and 3j J. Allen, of
El Paso, spent yesterday In Albuquerque.
Coyotes, badgers and all fur bearers trapped to order. K. F. Cobb, the
Albuquerque taxlderml'ji.
H. C. Stubbllng, of Trinidad, Colo.,
arrived In Albuquerque yesterday and
will be hero several days on business.
lIr. and Mrs. George A. Smith and
Mr. and Mrs. D. Oosman, of Hilton,
are spending a short time in the city.
There will be a speciul meeting of
Palmer Social camp. M. V. A., Monday evening at 8 o'clock, ut Red
Men's hall. Important business. By
order of committee.
.Notice has been received here that
Canuto Torres died at his home In
Socoiro curly yesterday morning. The
funeral services were held this morning.

The Rev. Dr. Chapman, having re
covered from his recent Indisposition,
will conduct divine services at Temple
Albert this evening at 7:45.
Everybody Is cordially Invited to
BENNETT

INDIAN
TO MOVE

Will

IN RAILWAY

STORE
QUARTERS

CHxupy Room I .airly Dcnt-rtcby Hie lyithhy Saloon.

In a very short time the Bennett
Indian store, now located on North
First street, will remove and take up
it quarters on Central avenue, in
what used to be the Lobby saloon.
The new location will be a great Improvement over the old, both in the
popularity of the street ami the interior attractiveness of the room, the
old one being too dark for the purposes of the business.
In order to cut down the expense
a:i,i tiouble of moving, George E. Ellis the proprietor, has decided
to
run out as much of his stock as possible st greatly reduced prices . As
most people know, this store has always carried a heavy stock, especially of Navajo blankets, and the present assortment Is undoubtedly
the
In quality and design that
most .
! .(v
:iave ever had. Any one wishing to purchase Navajo goods would
do well to take a look ut what they
have, as the prices will reach points
i. ever before touched ill Albuquerque.

Will

M!(.i:s IISMISSEI
WAUiKU

AGAINST
'r'KISCO.

IN

HMricl Attorney Sold There Was No
EWtlt-ncof lYauds
iae Testimony Against Purtiiif.

Jan. 17. l.'pon
San
Francisco,
motion of assistant district attorney,
superior jiidne Dunn today dismissed
tho charge of embezzlement agulnst
David V. Walker, president of the
wrecked California Safe Deposit and
Trust company. He stated tout after
a thorough Investigation he found no
evidence showlnij a criminal act on
the part of Walker. The action was
expected as president Walker made
.1 voluntary
utatement regarding the
aftiilrs of the bank and afterwards
THE F.I.KS' 1VM W11.1. (JIVE A tertified against Uarnett and Drown
IS THE ELKS' HALL before a grand Jury.
HOOM
WEDNESDAY - EVKXIMi,
E
The Price or Peace.
HM'AIIY it. MISIC Il- THE
HAN II. ADMISSION 75 CENTS
The terrible Itching and smarting,
incident to certain akin diseases. Is
FREE.
almost instantly allayed by applying
$6
Price,
Sarve.
Subscribe for TlMt ClUaeu and get Chamberlains
cenU. For taU by All Druggist.
the news.

lCE

Wholesale and Retail

Approximate $2,500,100 Ilourtl
of Eqiuill wuhm lUids Session
At Capital.

r

( II

Mcintosh hardware go.

REPORTED

A gain of about $2,500,000 In the
hallroad valuation of New Aiexlco
will result from the action of the
Territorial
Board of Equalization,
which concluded a three days' session at Santa Fe yesterday. The Increase is due partly to the fact that
the El Paso and Southwestern railroad will he subject to taxation this
year for the first time and partly to
increases made In the valuation of
other roads.
Aside from vthe changes made in
railroad 'valuation the board made
but few differences in the value of
taxable property in the territory. No
change was made in the assessment
values on live stock and the rates
this year will be the same as during
the past year'due to the statements
made by many" Interested that live
stock owners, Including sheep raisers and cattle growers, have suffered considerably loss during the past
few months.
The valuation
agricultural,
of
mineral and grazing lands remains
practically the same.
All agricultural lands tinder cultivation under
the Campbell dry culture system
will be assessed at a valuation of $3
an acre and up, according to location and quality:.
In the railroad valuation one hun-re- d
and sixty miles of the main line
of the Southern Pacific was fixed at
a valuation of $8,500 per mile, or an
increase of $500 a mile over last
year. Including all taxable property such as machine
shops, storehouses, etc., the assessed valuation
of this road will be at the rate of
$H.(iOO per mile.
Increases were also made in the
assessment of the Santa Fe north
of Albuquerque and In the value of
real estate, whops, etc. This will
bring the valuation of ;hls road up
to dboiii
"ou per mile. The Santa
Fe branch lines in Luna and Grant
county was also valued at a higher
figure.
The three hundred and fifty miles
of the El Paso and
Southwestern
will be assessed at the valuation of
$6.fi(ii
pi-mile and the counties
have been
ordered to assess real
state, building, etc., at a rate which
will bring the valuation up to about
Si.iMiO a
mile.
An
increase of 5
rents per acre in the valuation of
lands owned by the Santa Fe pacific railway In Bernalillo,
Valencia
and McKinley counties which makes
the assessment on these land. ut the
rate of 30 cents per acre.
Members of the board are urging
that the board he given greater
power for the reason that as the
new stautes now are, It has no pow-t- o
fix rates as it Bhould have and
can only fix valuations
on certain
property.
kinds of taxable
The
members passed a resolution asking
Delegate V. H. Andrews to work for
an amendment to the present law
so that the board can have control
of tax matters In connections with
the Santa Fe Pacific line from Al
buquerque to the Arizona line, the
for which is now
rate of taxation
fixed by congress.

I

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
St. I X) ids) Wool Market.
St. Louis, Jan. 17. Wool steady;

All Under One Management

unchanged.

St. IxuN Sm Iter Market.
fit. Louis Jan. 17. Spelter
$4.50.

firm

The Oxford Hotel

New York Metal Market.
York, Jan. 17. Lead quiet,
$3.70&3.?5; lake copper quiet 13
Gil4V; silver 55 He
iNew

American Plan 216 North Second

New York Money Market.
New York, Jan. 17. Prime mer-

$2.00 Per Day

cantile paper 6 7 per cent; money
per cent.
on call easier 2V4&2
Chicago Produce
JVlay

lAVheat

May

Corn
Oats

Market.
July
104
July
July 46.

52;
52;

69.99hi

;

May
Pork Jan, $12,824; May $13. 37
Lard Jan. $7.77; May $S.02

05.
iKIbs
7.15.

Jan. $6.80;

May

A la Carte

Positively the Finest Imported and Domestic

Wines, Liquors and Cigars

73
86 '4
101

New York Central

Pennsylvania
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific

116

Preferred

Amalgamated Copper

ServiceWith Oxford Hotel

That the Market Affords.

New York Stocks.

Preferred

S.

The Oxford Buffet

7.30.

Atchison

U.

Centrally Located, Modern, Well Furnished.
Most Attractive and Convenient Place in the City.

$7.12

CI ilea go livestock.
Chicago, Jan. 17. Cattle receipts
4.500. Market steady. Beeves $3.65
6.25; cows and heifers $1.504.25;
Tfxans $3.20 4.00; calves $5.50
7.30; westerns $3.75 ?t 4.60;
stockers
and feeders $2.60 4.70.
Sheep receipts 7000. Market steady
Western $3.50(3 5.70; yearlings $5.00
fd'5.60; lambs $5.50&7.3U;
western

$3.50

Special Rates by the Week or Month

.

76
126
82
51
80
94

.,

S

Preferred
kiitHis City IJvcstock.
.Kansas City, Jan. 17. Cattle re

ceipts 4.000. Market slow to steady.
steers $ 3.80 rii 4.90 ; Southern
cows $2.501 4.00; stockers and feeders $3.25(!i'4.60;
bulls $2.804.10:
steers
western
calves $3. 75 ii 7.00;
$4.00fi"3.25; western cows $2.75&D
4.25.
iSheep receipts 6.000. Market steady
to 10c lower. Muttons
$4.505.50;
lambs $6.2Dii 6.90; range wethers
$4.50W 6.20; fed ewes $4.00 5.00.

Tt

LATE TO CLASSIFY.
WANTED To engage millinery apprentices and help for tho spring
season.
Madam Steward-Lam210 South Second street.

Panic?

Buffet Lunch
SKILLED

REASONABLE

SERVICE-RAT- ES

The Home Restaurant
Table de
Large,

West Gold

Hote-2- 07

Room, Prompt, Courteous Service,
Music While You Eat, Number I Meals

Well-Lighte- d

Dinner

25c
35c

Supper

35c

Breakfast

PATRONIZED

Breakfast
Dinner
Supper

6 to 9
12 to 2
5:30 to 7:30

BY THE BEST TEOPLE OF THE CITY

The Myers Rooming House
904 South Third

I

But no one need suffer
as long as be can get

Our Famous
Bread and Cakes
NONE BETTER

FRENCH
BAKERY

EN-TIK-

212 E. Central. Phone 597

Largest Rooming House in the City
Elaborately Finished Throughout, Thoroughly
Modern, Handsomely Furnished, Home-Lik- e
and Comfortable Rooms.

Rates Reasonable

Management of M. F. Myers
THOHXTOX. THE CLKAXKK.
Located at 121 North Third atreet.
The only real steam cleaning plant in
the sou. h west. W'e art no wv letter
prepared than ever before o clean
anything that is cleanabla. la cleaning, preaelng and repairing clothes,
we take the front seat. All we

All work guaranteed. Second hand clothing bought and aold.
Goods called for and delivered on
short notice. Phone 4(0.

ia a trial.

Pe Witt's
Salve
piles.

Carboliiea Witch Hazel
recommended for

is especially

Fold By

J.'

H. O'rUelly Co.

FKIIY,

JANUARY

ALBUQUKRQUK

IT. IH07.

CITIZEN.

EVENING

REASONS WHY
YOU SHOULD PATRONIZE THE

IN ORDER TO REDUCE OUR LARGE STOCK OF

Occidental Life Insurance Co.

f

'

f

Of New Mexico and Arizona

NAVAJO BLANKETS

It is a home industry.
It keeps the money at home and makes it available to promote local enterprises.
It wrote more business the first year than was expected.
It has paid all of its obligations.
It is an Old Line Leeal Reserve Company.
It writes the standard policies established by the Laws of
New York, the most exacting ever enacted.

Previous to removing to our new location, No,
Avenue, we will offer

J H. O'Rielly,.

Joshua S. Raynolds,

SIZE

Scc'v and Gen. Mgr.

President.

U
TRY THE

NEW SHOE STORE

5 West Central

A handsome weatheredfoak
Library Table will do much
to make the library look better. We have them in all sizes
We also carry a good variety
in Golden Oak. Prices from
$5 to $40.

4x6 FEET, AT $10.00
"
12.00
5x7 "

i

PATRICIAN SHOE

ALBERT FABER

An exceptional opportunity
to secure Genuine Bargains

For Ladies will please you.
They cannot be surpassed.

)

WEST CENTRAL AVE.

308-31- 0

Shoe Cs.

Simpicp-Clar- k

U

ii rtw.

si

Also our entire stock of Curios and Novelties will be offered ridiculously low until alterations have been completed at our new store

NEXT DOOR TO POST OFFICE

our

XX

Library
Tables

V;

rwoaocoooooo
"OLD RELIABLE."

BENNETT INDIAN STORE

00000OO00O0OttOO

The Fashion Cafe

L. B. PUTNEY

109 NORTH FIRST STREET

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

Just above Central Avenue

215 SOUTH SECOND STREET

172.

ESTABLISHED

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries In
the Southwest.

AN IDEAL PLACE FOR DOWN
TOWN LUNCH OR REGULAR MEALS

!
nine, is thirty minutes late and may

GRAVE CHARGE AGAINST KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS be later.

We will serve everything the market
affords. We aim to make our meals
so good that you Will become a regular patron of the place.

CERTAIN SALOON

MEN

Catering for Private Parties, Banquets, Home
Receptions, etc., a Specialty

Sampsell Says They
Have Sold Liquor to His
Son. a Minor.
D.

"I have been trying to prevent my
boy from securing liquor and I have
been watching the saloons of this
N.
city for two weeks In an effort to
discover who sold the boy liquor. I
PHONE ??9
am tired of having him waste hU
money In that manner and I am going to prosecute the men who sold
him the Intoxicants to the fullest exUNEMIMYEI MKX ASK FOR
tent of the law.
STATE AMI CITY AID
This statement was made today by
R 1. Sampsell, of 611 North
Woul.l Have Money Appropriate! to Eleventh street, as he formally made
complulnt
before Justice
of the
Slurt Mtutl4uil Improvement
Peace Met 'Vllan. charging P. Zelto.
.(I Otuv.
.
s.i'im;i ri,.i.i. with silling liquor to
New York. Jan. 17. Resolutions, m r i rs. ca-- e
will probably come up
The
tailing upon the public oftic.jls of
hearing tomorrow.
Oi eater New York to
ON THE MARKET
appropriate forThe
filing of information against
Immediately a sufficient sum of money
saloonke per was the climax of
for the purpose of starting pub. the exciting
chase by the police of
lie work that will give employment an
to the large number of now unem- several young men who were found
Third :reet and Hold avenue at
ployed men, were paused by the cen- near
1
o'clock to, lay In an' Intoxicated
Gano, Lauver,
tral federated union last night. The
resolution
further call upon the condition.
one of the young men, Yi. H.
Bellflower, Sheepnose
slate umj national
authorities to Sampsell.
.Mr. t!imiscl!'a son,
was
"or en up the channels of employment to the large number of unem- caught and turned over to his father.
Dates, Figs,
ployed men throughout the nation." The father said the. boy was drunk.
Mr. Sampsell, who with his son.
Lemons, Grapefruit
DeWltt's Little Early R'sers are is employed at the local shops of the
the best pills known. Sold by J. H. Santa Fe. c.i me down town this
looking for his son. who last
O'RIelly Co.
and Cocoanuts
last night eluded him and had not
been sMeri since,
Mr. Sampsell slid he had heard
the boy hail gone to the shops to
draw his pay. Intending to leave the
city.
As he was riding near Third street
and Hold avenue, on his bicycle, Mr.
Post Office Opposite
Sampsell said he s;w his son and sev
eral other boon companions, walk
IXTXXXXXXXXXXXXXIT XXXXXTX X
ing along tile street. Knowing that
by
the boys would run he rode back
'XJCXXXXXXXXXXXXXJOUO(JUOU(JO
Meal.
down town and secured the. assistance of Lieutenant Kennedy and Of
ficers Knapp and Rossi.
The officers undertook to catch the
boys and they began to run. The
J 10 Fatt Ccal Avent e
.Sampsell boy ran down (Sold avenue
to second street, thence to Central
!:
3
avenue and to First street. The officers pursued him ou foot and In a
3
FOR
X
buggy. The boy was finally captured
Deiow me railroad tracks on
First
8 GROCERY COMPANY
street.
'His father a.sked him where he
had secured the liquor he had been
623-2- 1
V. TUrra Phone SI
drinking
and. it is said, the boy
Matteuccl Brn., Prop.
namei several saloon men, among
"inn zeito. The father had the police detain his son while he made
complaint against Zelto.
He told a Citizen reporter In the
WHEN UP TOWN, STOP AT
justice oftice, that he would probably
file Information against other saloon
nr.en tomorrow.
"When the boy was pa,j off yesLargtst and Oldest Place in the Gty.
terday by the Simla Fe," said the
father. "I asked him to pay some
Finest Domestic and Imported
bills he owed In town nnd not squander his money f.ir liquor.
"He and J started down street last
night, as 1 was determined to find
out who sold him intoxicants. On the
way down town, he ran away from
Solicited. Telephone 1036, and
me and I did not see him again unGoods will be Delivered
til noon today, although I sat up half
once
the night watching resoris where I
thought he might frequent. I did not
THE LARGEST AND BEST POOL HALL IN TOWN
see him if he visited the places. I do
All Ntw Tabl, and First CUu Treatment
not like the notoriety of this affair
but I am determined
to stoo my
son's present tendencies.
He was a
good boy until he began to run with,
evil companions and frequent saloons
109
where he should not be allow!. I
am going to see if It can not be stop- 9Gcmoucmoeoeo9omooncmo ped."

Combs, Proprietor

0000KO000oOOO
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THE FINEST

FRUITS

i

APPLES

Oranges,

Board and Room

LYLE

t

The
Hotel
Good

$16.00

I

Per Month and Up
or
the Week, Day
or

MRS.M.E.NORRIS

Champion

Meals

noooooooooooo ooooooooooooo
THE BAR OF COMMERCE
LIQUORS AND CIGARS

ramily Trade

at

CRAD1 & CIANNINI, Props.
South First Street

PURCHASE

Train
number
Number
Stub

CITY

me.

B.

David

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

m

O RAILROAD AVENUE.
number one is running as SouomaeamaeouumomomomoucmQ
seven and Is two hours late.
seven has been annulled.
number one la reported on

There has been no report received
at the local offices up to 5 o'clock
this evening as to the cause of the
trouble.
However, It Is believed that the
passenger
were caught In
First Step Taken In Plans to severe snowtrains
storm further east and
that all have been delayd.
Erect Handsome Clubhouse
Telegraphic renorts nr. tn
r
feet that heavy, snows have fallen In
and Lodge Rooms.
during
.
the east
the naxt few
Passengers, who arrived here last
nignt, stated that snow Is heavy from
The first step toward the erection Kansas City west and that In Coloof a magnificent
club house and rado, snow drifts are causing much
lodge rooms by (he Kn'hta of Col- trouble to trainmen.
On a number of Colorado lines,
umbus of (Albuquerque, was taken
yesterday, when the lodge purchased snow plows are being operated to
two lots at the corner of Seventh keep the tracks clear.
and Central, where the members expect to build In a short time.
BUSINESS
A deed conveying xthe lota num-br- s POLICE
13 and 14 of the original town-sit- e
from iNestor Armijo to the
IS PRETTY DULL
Knights waa filed yesterday.
The
consideration In given as $2,500.
With a steadily increasing mem
bership which wan rapidly outgrow
Only a (Wuplo of Sud and Sorrowful
ing present quarters the members of
Jugs in I'ulU'e fioiirt VsMXflptf
of the Knights have for some time
I hiiiiI line.
been planning to build and to equip
a modern club house. Since Its or
"Police
in getting pretty
t lie
ganization
lodge has lull." said business
local
McMlllln,
Thus.
chief,
grown in numbers and Interest and this
morning. "The police found a
the progressive spirit of lt members couple of men last evening who had
has resulted in a decision to have
one more drink than the city
one of the best lodge quarters in the about
ordinance tolerates.
west.
They spent the night In jail recupA campaign to secure funds wl:h erating and this
morning were aso
comple
to
push
which
the wuric
sessed the customary fine In police
tion was begun some time ago and court.
the results so far nave been satis
The police, after investigating the
factory.
The ledge Is financially
hold-u- p
of several boys by
strong and there Is a good balance allegedboys,
found that It was not a
in the treasury, which with Individ' other
"real bad man's hold-up- "
as was at
ual subscriptions and oilier resources
reported. The bandits bold had
is expected to be sufficient to meet first
not received an invitation to a party
the exiien.se incidental to the erect
In
neighborhood and were out
tion of a suitable building and fur for the
vengance against the more fornishing it in
style.
tunate boys.
or the lads picked
P. F. McCanna. of the local lodge, up a rusty oldOne
pistol and that was
new
yesterday
build
the
that
mated
what got them Into trouble.
ing will probably not be erected un
present year.
til the end of the
Meanwhile funds for the work will MURDER REPORTED
be secured so that when work starts
there will be no delay.
ON APACHE RESERVATION

amoaeaoeaoMcmcomcmcM

GOOD SIGHT

LOTS

Is a Priceless Possession, and
you should not allow your eyes '
to be treated except bya competent optician or occulist. I
will tell you free just what
I can do for your eyes, and

a.

GUARANTEE TO DO IT.

EXAMINATION FREE

Ce

H.

Carries, Oph. D.

114

StSTSS,-

.

WITH AMPrJB MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED

FACHJTIE8

:

BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE,

"!"'

N.

H.

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL

$150,000.00

j

Officers and Directors!
SOLOMON

LVNA.

!I

j

I

'
W.

Cashle.

.CI

Vll

viL,4

Preddent.

W. 8. STRICKLKR,
Vice Preatdent and

ti

t

--

j

J. JOHNSON,

Assistant Cashier.

WILLIAM MclNTOSH,

J. C. HALD RIDGE.
O. E. CROMWELL.

A. M. nLACKYYELL

Follow the Crowds

Stop and Figure

and pick up a few of the many bar- gains in just the things you need now
The amount of time saved in
1 1 .50 men's corduroy pants now 990
Beys' 60 and 60c corduroy pants,
your office by the use of Rub29c
size 4 to g
ber Stamps, Daters, etc.,
19c
Beys' knee pants
49c
Men's bib overalls
Then Order.
Men's heavy ribbed underwear.. 25c
Ladles' heavy ribbed underwear 19c
Children's heavy ribbed under10c and 20c
wear
10s
25c and 35c glass buwlk
49c
Cctton blankets
STATEHOOD HEARING SET
See our circular for hundreds of
BOOK-BINDE- R
Mounted Police, Ke4ve Word Tluit
other bargulns,
Pnniiliieiit Man lias llcen Killed
RUBBER STAMP MAKER
FOR JANUARY 28
No LRtailtf Obtainable.
CASH BUYERS' UNION
Phone 924 312 Gold Ave.
122 North itcond
'Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 17. W. E.
IJudley, an officer of the
mounted
House Committee Will Take Up Iin- - police, has
gone to the Mescalero InIxii'Uuit .Matter at TtU Titno
dian reservation In Lincoln and Otero
HjveriH)r ExHVted in
Reliable
Dentist
counties to make an investigation In- Consult a
to the reported assassination of a
prominent man. No details of the
IV. R.
Mgr.. 120 West Gold
Washington,
17.
D. C, Jan.
gf
murder have been received but the Full Set of Teeth
(Special)
SI. 50 op U" D j
The first hearing on Indian police are working on the Gold Filling
Tlila Week
statehood for New Mexico before the case.
Gold Crowns
S6 m
J BIG MOVING PICTURE SHOW
house committee has been set for
Painlcoa Extracting .... 50c

H. S. LITHGOW

CRYSTALTHEATRE

J

January

tw

enty-eght-

It

Is

un-

o

vi;i.i.iy

1

r

Ki:M(i

a number
derstood that
of New JANUARY 22, THE ELKS' R.X
Mexicans will be In Washington at ilVE- A DANCE IV THE KI.KS
governor,
IIAI.Ij
Including
time,
the
ROOM.
that
MUSIC
HY THE
George furry.
WHOLE HAND. ADMISSION
75
CENTS.
LAD! IX I 'REE.
Why Suffer from Rheumatism?
SANTA FE TRAINS
Lio you know that Theumatic pains
can be relieved? If you doubt this
Just try one application of ChamberBADLY MIKED UP lain's Pain Balm. It may
not glvs
you relief from pain but will make
rest and sleep possible, and that
Relieved 'II ml Storms In liist Are certainly means a great deal to any
one afflicted with rheumatism.
For
ltvMMiMililo for Truultlc
uin-Isale by All Druggists.
Seven Annulled.
FEE'S HOME MA DP CANDIES.
The fianta Fe n.isseneer train ser- - WALTON'S
DRUG STORE.
vlcu from the east is badly demoralized today according to renorts re
Trial Catarrh treatments are being
mailed out free, on request, by Dr.
ceived by local officials.
Racine, Wis. These tes.s are
Trains number four and eight from Shoop.
to
proving
the people without a
the west ara reported on time but penny's cost
the great value of this
they are about the only ones that are scientific
prescription
known to
on time.
druggists everywhere as Dr. Hhoop's
P twuMiiirbH r .ill hilmlicp iKru, la t'atarrah Remedy.
by
Sold
All
being run as first section of number Dealers.
o
nine and is running on number nine's
If you want anrtntna on earth, you
time. It in about on wneffmn
can get It through ths want columns
Number nine, regular, which is if
The Erenlnr Cltlsen. We get
running as second section of number

ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY
ANTE ED.

GUAR-

IOo
-

DRS. COPP and 1ETTIT.
ROOM 13, X, T. AAMIJO HLDQ.

P. MATTEUCCI
SHOE

STORE

ANO

REPAIRS

Green Front
105 North First Street
Take DeWitt's Kidney and UladJer
Pills. They promptly relieve backache and weak bcX Sold by J. H.
O'Rielly Co.

Ladles' souvenir matinees Tuesdays
and Fridays; Children's toy matinee
every Saturday; complete change of
program Thursday;
grand: amateur
carnival Friday night.
A few
choice front seats, 0o; no
raise in prices.

ALBUQUERQUE-ESTANCI-

AUTOMOBILE

A

COMPANY

Automobiles daily to points In
the Kstancia Valley. Special cars
to Golden, San Pedro and other

polnta

Automobiles for rent by the
day or hour in and about the city.
I'arties holding special round trio
tickets to Estancta and return may
exchange them for hourly service
in the city or other polnta
For further Information inquire at the General Ticket office
and garage, iOi W. Copper avs.,
Albuquerque, New Mexico. Phone
141.

'

rm six.

ALDCQDERQUE

EVENING

CITIZEN.

more. The return to Cuba has made a matter of economy. This appears
the need crying.
Already
before from an examination of the cost of
Cuba came back last year to our maintenance of our army nnd parhands, we had a force barely ade- ticularly In the cost of transportaquate under the most favorable con- tion from point to point ln the United
ditions to meet the demands of the SiaJes as well as In the dependencies.
United States and Philippine service. As II is Imperative that we change
When, therefore, the trifling force of troops serving In the tropics nt least
fi.000 ready men was demanded for every two years and ns we are trying
Cuba, the straits to which the United to stretch out the limited numbers
Spates was put. first to secure them of regiments In this country (The U.
nnd afterwards
to make them go S. proper), to perform the duties
by
round, were pitiable. To get them that were formerly performed
present
we stripped our homo territory of all more
than double the
mailable troops and wiped out the strength nt home, it Is Imperative that
third part of seven regiments. Think we send troops temporarily to relieve
of a demand for 6,000 ready troops those ordered abroad nnd to relieve
taxing the military capaeUy of a those ordered home from abroad. In
Only
Says
Military Journal
people of 80.000,000!
And after ar- this connection attention Is Invited to
rival In Cuba, in the midst of doubt the fact that practically every infanWay to Have Peace Is to
s to whether It was try regiment In the past nine years
and uncertainty
to be war or peace, to impress the has changed station on an average
Keep Plenty of Soldiers.
Youwr.nt n, i rirti'.'dy thnt will not
uncertain Cubans with our confi- nearly twice each yenr and has travonly givo qnuti; relief but effect a
dence nnd strength. hls trilling force eled over 4ft, 000 miles (vide statet
was
permanent caro.
The changes of
round and round In ments herewith.)
Army and Navy Lif, n magazine manymarched
n
station do not Include changes incidetachments all over the
You want a remedy that will redevoted to military rprvloe. contains
d.
dent to expeditions or on campaigns
lieve the lung? and ktep expectoraWe have already noted how
by In the field, etc. If the expense of
a forceful statement of conditions
tion easy.
i I
wholly inadequate forces these extra movements, together with
xi.tlnff in the army and of the need employing
to
You went a remedy that will counIn
at
movements
incident
service
we
west
the
settlement
the
of
the
but
of more Infantry to cut down the encouraged
teract any tendency toward pneuIndians to war, plunder home In connection with labor troulante amount of foreign service and their own
undoing, and brought bles, the San Francisco earthquake,
monia.
hlch now falls to the lot of officer upon
ovum
ourselves the Just charge of a etc.. Is figured and the amount of
and private.
You want a remedy that is pleasof dishonor. We are repeat- funds thus expended were placed In
rid Conglis,Cclds
The article nbove referred to is en- century
ant and sate to take.
ing
In
regiments
policy
today
thereby
Infantry
Cuba
that
and
additional
titled "An Exiled Army" and is writChamberlain's Cough Remedy
moves there
Philippines.
We have but Just avoiding many such
ten by R. I.. Mallard. .1 lieutenant the
meets all of thepe requirements, and
closed out the last wild fools of
would result. It Is firmly believed, an
colonel. It is as follows:
Insurgents in the Philippines actual economy in money and cerfor the speedy and permanent cure
Undoubtedly the greatest good to
VNNiUIHItll,
we have had In our first year of tainly an economy In efficiency of
of bad colds stands without a peer.
te sought for all the world is peace. and
nocMrm,
present occupation of Cuba four those concerned. Moreover, since InIt is so great a good and war so great the
THROAT,
SORE
at insurrection, fantry is the 'only satisfactory force
A Severe Cold Quickly Cured by Chaman evil that any nation had better separateIt attempts
IK
OTIVBHIA,
is true, but no more so In for tropical service. In fact, the only
Wake, and all nations that have the crude.beginning
berlain's Cough Remedy.
than that which Inst force that can be used satisfactorily
wisdom of experience
do
make, the
I
THRO AT tnn LUNGS.
every sacrifice short of financial ruin, year overthrew the Cuban republic, In the tropics, It Is likewise the most
winter I caught a very severe cold
"Last
which we ourselves "had established. economical to maintain both at home
which llrgerecl for weeks," says J.
to keep It.
As to number, this score
stands ami abroad, and Infinitely more econof Zephyr, Ontario. "My cough
A strange view, now since the exfM4 Cin!url3ia KsdlclM Cft.
by Spain's worst year In all omical to maintain In the
tropics
very dry and harsh. The local deaie''
wes
tinction of Poland, common only to unbeatenpast.
1
wmwms
Ill
where animals for mounted service
recommended Chamberlaln'sCougrh RemAmericans and 'hinamen is that a Ci'ba's
Hut accepting It that our nation Is are subjected to tropical
diseases,
edy and guaranteed it, eo I gave it a trial.
Tllllllllllll'IsT 1
rirrtytfTTTT
standing army, the soldier. Is the content
with the peace results nnd which render them worthless after
One SKftll bottle cf tt cured me. I believe
trlc g ctnti t
enemy of peace, an obstacle In the
Cliamlicrlain's Court! Remedy to be the
way of progress anil civilization. At renditions! in Cuba nnd the 'Philip short periods of service.
5th.
An Increase of Infantry
accepting It that the nation is
Is
test I have ever used."
this view In the Chinaman we Jaugh pines,
l mil
Fc-Rm1uo4
with what has been done necessary in order to enable us to
he In a Chinaman; but at It in the satisfied
the army at it.- present size, let recruit our army to the required
American, no. By what logic or his- with
It not be forgotten how we are ac
strength. This factor is quite as Im
tory he, finds himself In It Is
complishing it. yesterday two Infan portant and controlling in our failChildren
It is Equally Valuable
officers met in Cuba. "Colonel." ure to secure the necessary recruits
The greatest apostle of peace in try
"I feel discouraged; I do as any other that has been advanced
our ky has been M. de Blocfl, the saidt one, my
own wife and children Including the necessity for additional
is
It
no Narcotic
collector of the greatest
body of noi know
they know me. I have spent five pay. This is true because the army
g
statistics, founder of of the
seven years on tropical Is constantly training new men. The
a great museum whose lessons are se.ivlce, last
four and a half of them away short enlistment of three years causes
iL
peace, and mover through the czar
from my family. I am still at It, nor us to utiiizo recruits almost entirely
of the world's first great peace con- do
I see hope ahead."
for foreign service. When these re
ference. He ays: "It Is not the
said the other, "I have no turn from the tropics they have but
with whom I have to argue. He wifeSir."
children, but I have spent a few months to serve and they know
knows war and Is for peace." It was seven and
of he last nine years on that if they
they cannot
and desirable officers in fu
the voice of the great federal soldier service out
It Is very important and !n fact
outside of the United States hope to have the required four year valuable
years ago was heard
ture. In a word, we could not .di It is absolutely necessary to health
that forty-flv- e
I cannot see the end."
recuperation
and
temperate
our
for
in
gest
calling loudest, "Let us have peace.
number asked for.. On the that we give relief to the stomach
They were right; the end Is not in climate at home.
They decline, other thehand,
by gradual annual In promptly at the first signs of trouDie,
It was the little army, the fighting sight
or the Philip therefore to
something once in a while, esand this fact crease by a limited number
men, that in our Indian days strug- pines, either In Cuba
of regi Take
pecially after meals; something like
and other beginnings are im alone operates strongly in deterring ments it will not only be possible
gled hardest to maintain Justice and
to
elsewhere. If not adequately others from enlisting. The result Is secure desirable personnel but we KODOL for Dyspepsia ana lnaiges
avoid war between, red man and minent
It will enable your stomach to
to afford relief and ex
Increased
that our army Is recruited to about will avoid all of the evils mentioned, tlon.
white In our west. Finally, but yes change of troops
do its work properly. Sold by J. H.
on foreign service, half Its authorized
strength,
and
will Induce the most desirable O'Rlelly Co.
terday, tt was a professional soldier the army must continue this exile, every
man Is called upon to perform and
material to enter our ranks as sol
that most patiently stayed his hand especially the Infantry, on whom, as and actually
Is performing, the du
Our shirt and collar work Is per
when Insulted and provoked by the
diers to secure commissions, as well
most appropriate arm, this duty ties that under normal conditions as
feet.
Our "DOMESTIC FINISH" Is
secure
the
introduction
of
weak. Ignorant and foolish Filipinos the
the
heaviest falls.
would be performed by two men. In same material into the organized the proper thing. We lead others
of Aguinaldo s army.
Following are some of the reasons other words every soldier is being militia
The most marked differences be
and into our colleges, teach- follow.IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.
by army officers for an In called upon to do double duty. This
ing
military
tween savages and civilized peoples given
science and tactics, ln
condition not only produces dlscon fact, into all places from which our
are, with the savages, first, continu- crease ofAninfantry:
Miss Marquerlte D. Blachly, grad
necessary In tentment but inefficient service
is
increase
lst.
ous war and strife, and second, the order to enable us to organize a
commissioned personnel Is drawn, uate of the New Haven Normal
necessary
6th.
Increase
An
is
to
and will result ln having this ma- School of Gymnastics.
Teacher of
absence of an organized standing mobile army that will be effective In enable us 4o properly perform
the terial properly trained before we are physical training and dancing. Adarmy. Are 4he.se mere coincidences? peace and war and capable of per
protecting
pur
duties
of
people,
both
upon
to give them commis- dress 317 South Arno street.
Civilization and progress in th
called
its maximum of effectiveness at home and abroad, in their per sions.
history of all nations have' ffepended forming
cost.
with
minimum
of
the
property
sonnl
pre
rights.
and
As
upon standing armies. Without such
This will result ln great saving of
An Increase Is necessary in
2nd.
stated we are now calling expense and it is believed will furarmies neither civilization and pro order to establish and maintain the vlously
upon less than 15,000 men to per
gress nor peace can long continue, proper relation between
us with enough Infantry to meet
the number form the duties of double that num nish
us for the
The "armed peace" of Europe is, of foot troops and mounted
troops ber years ago, when we had no for conditions to confronting
ten years.
ntxt five
nevertheless, peace. Unarmed, Eu- of our army. The proportion of in- eign dependencies, with a vast
ac
rope had continuous
wars. Recall fantry to cavalry in our army at
YOU
LOOK FOR TROUBLE
of additional duties Incl
Piles Oirrd In 6 to 14 Days.
those of Poland, a people who, like present, is two Infantrymen to one cumulation
dent to such possessions.
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to
If jou obtain a Firearm of doubt
America, so greatly feared a stand- cavalryman.
of
all
The experience
7th. An Increase is necessary in cure any case of itching, blind,
ing army that they refused to main- armies and this
ful q'Jii'j
is more marked In
to provide infantry for the pro bleeding or protruding piles in 6 to
tain one and for the lack of it were modern armies than ever before in order
14 days or money refunded. 60 cents.
The experienced Hunter's and
our
coast
artillery,
of
tection
with
wiped out of existence, nation and the history of the world dictates
0
sea coast defenses, from attac
Marksmtn
Ideal
AS WE GROW OLD
civilization lost. Germany had never that the proportion should not be their
by
Infantry
land.
de
Without
Is a reliable, unerring STEVCNS
these
great
eo
peace, so great progress nnd lest- - than four lnfanfymen to one fenses, extending many
thousands o The Kidneys Need Constant Help
civilization as now.
She maintains cavalryman, which Is the
FIND OUT WHY
number miles on three sides of our country,
Albuquerque People Depend on
by shooting our popular
the greatest army of Europe. The recommended in the enclosed bill.
Donn's Kidney Pills.
exposed.
be
unduly
will
I
tht
For
W
f
first signs of progrens In China are
3rd.
In
An Increase la necessary
a force of trained infantry The constant strain of busy life
RIFLES-SHOTGUNS
accompanied by signs of an efficient oider to enable our Infantry, both of service
necessary.
Wears out the kidneys, and in laf.,-army.
standing
our ficers and men, to satisfactorily per- will8th.be absolutely
What under
The necessity for a regular
years.
PISTOLS
own eyes has gone side by side with form the duties required of them In
of adequate proportions to co The kidneys cry for help.
the most wonderful progress and our tropical possessions. At the force
AhIc
your
local Hardware
with the "organized militia' Old backs will ache, day in, day out:
growth In civilization 1n any nation present time we have half of our in- operate country
or Sport inf.; (oot!ft Mr-rliato form a first line o Urinary ills will add their weight of
of
the
history
in the
of the world?
The fantry on foreign
for lha HTTYUXs.
woe.
with an defense, behind which the voluntee
mightiest standing army also that additional battalion stations
If you ('inimt nht:lti. m
on duty in Alas uriny may be organized and mobll Until the kidneys have the help they
Hhtp
ilirrvt,
irem
the world has known, the mikado's. ka. Experience teaches that the ized. It Is not contended that th
need.
upon recripl 01 V ulu-loIt la Impossible to think that these white man cannot remain longer force herein above mentioned and In Aid the kidneys with Doan's Kidney
Vrttw.
Pills.
are mere coincidences.
than two years, as a soldier, in the
in the accompanying bill
Restore a perfect filtering of the
Under the American and Chinese tropics after which he must have at eluded
on
contrary
the
it is
"ieiitl 4 ci'iitft lit Htiiinpa tor
blood.
l'u
view, however, we have In the United least four years ln which to rest and is sufficient;
UlUttt ratyl t'atnloix. inrltiitliirr c
t:
still ludicrously small when the mag Cure the sick kidneys when they're
...i. ii.i
States the plan of maintaining no leeuperate In a temperate climate, nltude
uur
nuiiitimia
n:it'
in
country
sick.
our
its varied
on
nmi'iu-:iltloCoutulnrt
point
nhnoiii",
standing army or at least a wholly With half of our Infantry doing duty interests,of especially its and
people endorse
th's
foreign com Albuquerque
the proper ru re vf u Jlroarm.
inadequate one. Under tht plan, in the tropics and with a strong plications arising
great remedy.
'to. Onr iittnu-- :vi Tru 1'olor
from our Intimate
tt.t
unconsciously, but in fact, we have probability that we will have to in
lAi liorayiiii'l llamrrr
living
:14
retired,
at
A. Barnett,
T.
Yd r..:- coun
with other American
I
tl h.r t.ir. ki
lived In a state of continuous war, al- crease this number rather than dim relations
South Broadway, Albuquerque, N. M ,
the ownership of the Panam
says: "For years I have been more
most to extermination, a century of inish It; with an established record tries,
A'
hTKVl'INH
TOO!, ,
J.
AlillS
we have as or less troubled with kidney comJ. . llox 4,i:7
dishonor, with the only people, the for all Infantry regiments of not less canal, the obligations
of obllga plaint, the ailment becoming more
Chimp
I'nll', M'ip., T. ,r'. .'
Indians, with whom we have ever than half of the time in the tropics sunied for the payment
contracted by sister republics, pronounced tha i ever about two years
really been in contact. The very and with many of them having spent tions protection
to capital Invested In ago.
Besides having pains ln my
weakness of our army ever tempted two years out of every three In the and
back and a general weakness extendthese republics upon the faith
the poor red man to rar and his own tropics, with entirely too many of our the
obligations assumed, and espe ing from my hips down, my condition
destruction.
oftn-erboth young and old suffering cially In view of the hostages to for was so that any little exertion wou'd
In consequence of the same view from the various troubles due to
me so that I would have to sit
which We now possess in the tire
There was also a
down and rest.
also there came upon us the greatest tropical service, It requires no calcu- tune
ocean
ln
In
and
the
West
Pacific
frequent action of the kidney se- AMERICAN HIXCK.
internfflne struggle of modern times. lation to show that we must have at dies. In view of the fact that per too
ClJKIUIJAlS LUMP
cretions, disturbing my rest as oftsn
Under it Indeed In spite of our Isola- lermt the additional number of regl
preparation in peace is the only ns ten times a night.
At times I
tion. In spite of the fact that we have menu ike,l for ln this toll; ln order feet
guarantee ngalnst war, we feel that had no control at all over the secr?-- !
lived almost to ourselves, we have te conserve the energies of our Infan
day
tills small and necessary increase tions, this being so during the
liad the average of wars and war try troops. In connection with for asked
About a year Furnace,
well ns at night.
for as a necessity for peace as
Carey.
ugo I bad the good fortune to learn
elgn tropical service attention Is In conditions will directly aid In avoidMixed,
Our theory Is wrong. It controverts vltej to
f Doan's Kidney Pills and procured
Nut
fart that the marine ing war with its terrible consequen- - them
say CLEAN GAS COKE.
can
I
store.
drug
history, experience and the man who corps has the
at
the
the equivalent of two inSMITHING COAL.
that no medicine ever afforded ins
some 2,000 years ago thus pointed f.ui iy reglmeiv:s in Cuba which must
Jn spite of the fact that these adNATIVE KINDLING
the benefit derived from them. They
the way to peace: "When the strong be replaced nnd that they have the ditional
of an- great
deal
thirty
regiments
a
for
me
spared
CASH ONLY.
asked
FOR
have
man armed keepeth his court, the equivalent of un Infantry regiment are
and thy
inconvenience
nt
nnd
be
novance
and
utilized
needed
could
things that he hath are In peace."
in Panama, which w'll have to be re
If properly organized, yet It Is not only give strength and tone to the'
Just now strong men, unarmed, placed. These addition, will Increase once
practicable
to accomplish this kidney, but invigorate nie generally.
not
we are keeping our court In the Uni- our Infantry regiments on foreign
Price i0
Tor sale by all dealers.
present
this ,.otu
conditions
under
Co., Buffalo,
n
TELEPHONE 01.
ted States, the Philippines and Cuba. service to approximately twenty or ci.untry without lowering thein standUnited
Unarmel, In the first two we are ju-i- t
d
of the number of regl ards for the commissioned person- N. Y.. sole BEcnts for the
States.
tempting other wrong men armed; ments of infantry as recommended nel producing stagnation In promo-t.oMAUN
Kemember the name Doan sNo- a.ia
In the other, the Ignorant, volcanic
4th.
An increase Is necessary as
20
securing
preventing
of
the
and
take no other.
(revolutionist of the Antilles. Weak in
numbers everywhere, we have not the
forces necessary to relieve our few
s ''dlers, and we are from this weak- i
sh keeping them on duty in
the
STATEMENT OF CONDITION OF,
x
t' ;iies unJil they are become exiles,
broken or breaking from the ex-- li
8
ustlon of life there.
We hear now a cry in the regular
army for an Increase. What does It
mean?
The public Intent upon Its
DECEMBER 3, 1907.
own work will think. "Oraft" or
"More offices." The national guard
will fear "a scheme to throw us out
In cane of war." A few will know-tha- t
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RESOURCES.
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Deposits
Exchange
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an
family and friends which, with
194.3S2.61
Cash la Vault
army of but 80,000, we continually
Cash
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pronounce against our fellow counResources
Cash
trymen, the officers and soldiers of
T879,509.56
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army. In substance, we
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TAFT IS STRONG
E

IBS
Newspaper Man Who Made
Poll of Representatives Finds
Overwhelming Sentiment.
Washington.
Jan. 17. Secretary
Taft has more supporters for the
Republican nomination for the presidency In the House of Representatives than all other candidates comThis surprising result was
bined.
shown by a poll taken by a newspaper here. A reporter canvassed the
Republican side of the House. He
Informed each member that he
would not make use of his name,
but merely wanted to know his
presidential choice for the purpose
of showing the preference of the
body.
A total of 185 Republicans were
approached In this way. Of this
declared that
number ninety-thre- e
Taft was their first choice, thirty-nin- e
preferred
Cannon, twenty-si- x
were for Knox, thirteen for Fairbanks and fifteen
It will be seen that Knox's strength
was almost exclusively confined to
Pennsylvania and iFalrbank's to Indiana. There are nineteen Repub
licans in the Illinois delegation and If
all thee were for Cannon one-ha- lf
or his congressional strengih comes
from his own state. Conceding Taft
all the Republicans from Ohio, he
received outside of that state twice
as many votes as the total for Cannon.
oetween
The comparison
the
strength of Taft and Cannon In the
House Is one of the surprising de
velopments of the campaign.
To
have heard members of Congress
talk before the committee assignments were announced one would
have thought that the woods were
afire with Cannon enthusiasm.
If
there Is a corner in the United States
outside of .Danville where Cannon
presumably would be stronger than
Taft It would be In the House of
Representatives. Here Cannon rules
as a czar. His wish in matters of
legislation has been equivalent to an
obligation on the part of the Republican elde. But there Is one thing
that congressmen
fear more than

the wra:h of the Speaker and that!
Is the wrath of their constituents.

The vote on Presidential choice
the House therefore Is a vote of
constituents nnd It Is Interesting to
note that the number of delegates
for Tuft at Chicago, conceding that
the state In' which Taft showed a
majority of congressmen will vote
for him; would be 390 votes. These
Republican state.",
are votes from
leaving only nineteen delegates to be
secured from states like Missouri,
Oklahoma ttnd the South to make
his nomination certain on the first
ballot.
Governor Hughes received on the
po'l only eight votes, although there
Republicans from the
are twen:y-el- x
sta;e of New York. New York's total representation Is thirty-seveThe New England poll was a greater
surprise to those who have counted
on delegations
hostile to Taft from
those stages than any other feature
with the exception of the poor showing made by Cannon. Of eleven Republican members from Massachusetts interviewed seven were for Taft,
two were for Cannon and two were
of
The summary
noncommittal.
reasons assigned why the Republican congressmen had declared for
Taft were:
"He Is the strongest man outside
the President that we can nominate;
he has had an exceptional experience in national life; and Is well
fitted both by disposition and training fur the office of chief magistrate; he is a big, broad guaged man
who stands for efficiency and progress and would, if elected, carry
out the policies of President Roosevelt at the same time nelng his own
President."
As one man said: "This Is no time
to go backward; I nm for the man
believes capable of
the President
carrying out his work."
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THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

n.
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FOR RENT
FOR RENT Furnished rooms and
board In the Highlands. 616 East
Central.
Kolt ItKM I.ir;e furnished room.
Gentleman.
322 North Broadway.
See Ryan, the expressman.
urnlhed
FOR RENT Nice clean
rooms, modern. 309 H West Central avenue.
rooms for
FOR RENT Furnished
Apply at 109
light housekeeping.
East Coal avenue.
or unfurFOR RENT Furnished
nished rooms, single or In suites.
hotel,
Centrally located. Korber
corner First and Copper
FOR RENT Episcopal church rectory, S18 West Silver avenue. Call
on Rev. Fletcher Cook. 608 West
Silver avenue, or at the house.
FOR RENT One modern five room
house and on modern tlx room
house. All new paper, paint and
fixtures. 413 and 417 West Silver
(Spe Wm. Kelke, 8. First Street.
FOR RENT Bright sunny rooms for
housekeeping; rent, reasonable, (24
West Central avenue. Inquire in
rear.
524 Bo.
IFOR RENT Minneapolis,
Second St., rooms for lighthouse-keepinAlso bed rooms. Cheapest
in city.

Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup
acta upon the bowels and thereb)
drives the cold out of the system
It contains no opiates it Is pleasant
to take and is highly recommended
for children. Sold by J. H. O'RIelly
Co.

o

January
January

21
23

band.
February

February
February
February

14
18
19
24

y

Ay-pl-

office.

WANTE)
WANTED Bell boys
the Alva- rado.
WANTED To make yur old hats
and clothes look like new. In the
car, west Gold avoue. Phone
680.

gods,
WANTED Genu'
second
hand clothing, shoes and hats at
616 South First stret, south
of
viaduct. R. J. Sweene.
WANTED Ladles destrng millinery
at cost for next ten lays call on
Miss C. P. Crane, 61; North SecMilliner? and dressond street.
FOR SALE
making parlors. Phoe 944.
wanted.
titlng, house
FOR RENT Typewriters, all kinds. WANTEDr-Paintin- g,
painting a specialty; Or work of
Albuquerque Typewriter Exchange
any kind. Address T care CHI-ce215 West Central.
FOR SALE A few bargains in good
within WANTED Able bodleo unmarried
propertv cheap If taken
men, between ages ol21 and 36;
the next few days. One of the best
business corners in the city; some
citizens of United Sties, of good
room,
choice business lots; a nine
character and temtrati habits,
modern,
dwelling,
frame
who can speak, re4 and write
cottages with
close in; two
English. For informaon apply to
for
bath and electric lights $2600
Recruiting Officer. 20 E. Central
lots on East
both; three 60-- ft
Ave., Albuquerque. Ng Mexico.
three,
all
$200
for
avenue
Central
met to" nit exA. WANtbd-Capa- ble
and many more like them.
ecutive, technical, offit and merFleischer, real estate and insurW can place
cantile positions.
South Second street.
ance, 212
you in the position fo which you
are qualified. Southvwtern Business Association, 203 V East Central avenue, Albuqueiue, N. M.
Phone 257.

OPPORTUNITIES
PERSONAL PROPEHTS

I.OAN3

MONEY to LOAN
On

es

n.

EVENTS

For Mother's Sake.
Tramp
Show
with
The Burgomaster.
Are You Crazy?
Vendetta.
The Holy City.

A LITTLE WANT AD
IN THE CITIZEN

TELEPHONE

16

and

FOJND

--

"jiruuTj.jijnjTri.nri.-i

BUSINESS

n nr

n

CARDS

W. M. SIIKHIOAN. M. D.
Homeopathic lMiysiclnii am Surgeon.

Highland Livery

Occidental IJfe, Itnlldlng.
Teleplmne 8H.

RAM BROOK BROS.

Furniture, Pianos, Organs Horses,

onuuie iiursps a specialty.
Wagons and other Chattels also on
DIl. F. J. PATClUN
drivers In the city. ProprietorsB
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE'Sadie,"
the picnic wagon.
riiy-UcbCEIPTS, as low as f 10 and as high as
and Surgeon.
$200. Loans are quickly made and
Otfirw over Vann Drng Store.
e
strictly private.
Time: One month
Y
hours to Vi a. m.. a to 5, and
to one year given. Goods remain In
TO - DATS BTYLCm
your possession. Our rates are reas- 7 to 8 p. ni. rhonen, office 441, resUP.
onable. Call and see us before bor- idence B95.
AT COST TRICES
rowing.
Tailoring ana
DR. It. U IICST
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Oremsmaklng
I'hysldan anil Surgeon.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Itooms 6 A 7. N. T. ArmUo Iltilldlng.
at M. acend fhonm
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg. '
803
West Railroad Ave.
IIl. SOLOMON I,. BCItTON.
W. L. ThlMBLt & CO.
PRIVATE OFFICES
PhyslcUn and Surgeon.
A
Highland Ofhce,
10 South Walter
Open Evenings.
LIVERY. SALE. FFKI AND
Street. Phone 1030.
STABLES.
DltS. nilOXSCN A BRONSON
Horses and Mules Bought and w
changed.
Homeopathic Physicians
and Surgeons. Over Vann's Drug Store.
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS
BEST TOURNOUrT IN THE CITM
Phone, Office, and Rea.. 028.
Second Street between Central aad
Copper Avenue.

MILLINER

Of-no-

Ladle'

miss crane:
TlLt.tJt

DENTISTS

FOIl SALE.

Six room house, Went New

York avenue

2,50

near car tine

1,600

4 room abolx Iron roof, lot
0x400,
Mountain road,
5 room cement

ward

bouse, 3rd

1,000

frame, corner lot,
1,100
3rd ward . ,
8 room frame, 9 lots, close
3,000
In
5 room brick, modern, cor2,630
ner lot, 2nd- ward
5 room frame, 4th ward,
4 rooni

corner

DR. J. K. CK.FT
Dental Surgery.
Rooms 3 and S, Harnett Rnlkllng,
"vcr r iui iij limn store.
Appointments nmile
by mall.
Phone 744.
EDMUND J. ALGER, D. D. 8.
a, m. to 12:30 p. b
Office Itours,
1:30 to ft p. m.
Appointments made br mall.
30 Went Central Ave, Phone 456

t

1,500

Three room brick, Foarth
1,400
ward
One of the swellest resi7,500
dences tn town
Six room
brick, modern,
clone

Seven

In

room

ern
Ranches

brick,

Don't Forget The

t

3,250

mod-

frn

3,500

two to 200
avcrea.
Tots In all parts of town.
alfalfa ranch within m few Mocks of tne
4.500
enr line
stmt alfalfa
ranch five
milra north of .town 305
per acre.
tXVfl RENT.
Itonses from 2 to 3 rooms.
Money to loan In sums to suit.

80-ac- ra

LOST

rrii

.r

PHYSICIANS

g.

"

We have the exclusive agency for
the celebrated Regal Shoes, for men.
A shoe that Is conceded to be the
leader in style, fit and quality. Patent Calf, Vicl Kid, Box Calf, or dun
Metal. Lace or button. Prices J3.50.
May's Shoe
C.
$4.00 and 15.00.
Store, 314 West Central t venue.
COMING

FOR SALE Home bikini. tafTle
Jellies, etc. 109 E. Coal. Mrs. C. W.
Flneron.
FOR SALE At a sacrifice Remington typewriter, llk new. Milieu Studio, 215 West Central. Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SALE OR TRADE Nice room-ln- g
house, centrally boated.
at this office.
FOR SALE My farm or 30 acres,
one mile northwest at city. C. E.
Oleckler.
FOR SALE Ten pounis extracted
honey for $1; 60 pourd can for 16.
Order by postal. W. P Allen. P. O.
Box 202. Albuquerque N. M.
FOR SALE A Dranii itw Stevens'
single barrel shot gun never fired.
A high grade and Briefly up to
date gun. Inquire at The Citizen

LAWYERS

ALBUQUERQUE

PLANING

MILL

THE OLDEST MILL IN THE CTTT.
W hen In need of sah, door, f
etc. Screen work a specialty.nuntm
441
South Flr street. Telephone 433.

Thos. F. Keleber
DEVOES READY PAINT
One Gallon (overs 000 Sauare Feet.
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
Stops Leaks, Lasts Fire Yeara.
JAP-A-LA-

C

406 Wan Railroad Araaoa

ron a or aoi

U. W. D. RYAN
Attorney at Law.

"

"'

'

Dealer in Groceries, Provisions, I tarn,
Qraln and Fuel.
Of Bee, First National Bank Building,
,
ii
Fine line of Imported 'Wines. Liquor
n. fll.
Aiuuiucriue.
and Cigars.
Place your ordan
for this line with us.
E. W. DOBSON
NORTH THIRD 81.
Attorney at Imm.

THIRD STREET

00-ac- re

Office. Cromwell Block,
Conroj
grocery
Between
Albuquerque, N. M.
and corner of Edith s1 Coal, a
plain, gold wedding rlnginltlals L.
M. BOND
M. to li. B., also a signefing with
AU KUmIm of IYe.li
the Initial B. Return toHIghland
Attorney at Icw.
and Salt
Meant Sauwure Knrtorv Me
grocery and receive rewra.
KI.IFVIirn,,-K.IIT.
,'
PcnMons Iaml Patents, Copyrights, Masonlo
Building. North Third fttre,
When the Stomach, Heartor Kidcaveats, letn-- r Patents, Trade '
ney nerves get weak, then 'ese orMarks. Claims.
gans always fall.
S3 F. street, N. M. Washington, n C.
Don't ojg the
"XXXIXXXXXXIXIXTXXXXXXX
nor
stimulate the kart or
Stomach,
Kidneys. That la simply a mteshlft.
Notary
Kettl
and Loans.
TIIOS. K. D. MADDISON
Get a prescription known tt drugPuMtc. 213 W. Gold Ave.
gists everywhere as Dr. Shoo ReAttorney-at-LaThe Restorative L prestorative.
E
pared expressly for these we inOffice with W. B. CTillders.
117 Went (ioM Avenue.
side nerves. Strengthen these rrves,
build them up wiih Dr. Shoop' ReEvery Thing
storative tablets or liquid am gee OOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXTOOOOO
how quickly help will come.
ree
INSURANCE
Necessary
for
Bargain.
Fura
lit
For Sulf
sample test sent on request by)r.
niture and lease 12 rooms,
Shoop, Racine, Wis. Your healt it
Housekeeping
niodt-nsurely worth this simple test, vil
rooming house.
B. A. 8LEYSTER
Dealers.
For S;il. Bargain one (tore
H OA VIS &
Insurance, Real Kmate, Notry
Pal Pinto Wells Mineral War
EARING B
two
building, 80x100 feet,
Public.
cures and prevents constipation. At,
basement.
stories
and
aoid
Ave.
your trrocer for It.
Rooms 12 and 11, Croniweliniock,
yrxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxTTTT rxxj
For Rent Store building on
31.
Aiiiiiqiicrtiue,
Ilium J 30.
Why Colds Are Dangerous.
West Central ave. A snap.
If you would be Immune from dl
sense, keep the system healthy. Each
A. E. WALKER
,
successive cold weakens the ronsti-tution and renders Infectious diseases
lire Insurance.
more liable.
Chamberlain's Cougn
Srcretnry Mutual liulMIng A1atlon
Remedy will cure your cold prompt
219 South 2nd Strut
ly and restore the system to its nor217 West t'ciunil Avert.
mal condition. For sale by All DrugLOST

Moat Market

A. MONTOYA

He

HOME

OUTFITTERS

m

i

Z

KM

ft &&&rf

M. L. SCHUTT

OOOOOOOOOOOCOOOCOOOOOOOOO

gists.

niEXCII

o

for f!iiiiiiy sfictx, all sizes;
uncoil ni l call for tlieiii. Phone 10,
E. W. I ce. (!( 00 1 Kosth 1 li- - St.
Cnsli

--

CILLthe COUCH

Mi

VETERINAR

CURE the LUHGtlj

WILLIAM BEI.DF
Veterinary.
Surgery anil Iti!i-tra eclalty.
4(ll MOUtll iMlltll I'llO

Or. King's
Her? Discovery
w,th

Ihir

dr.

03 ic .100.

AN--

J

At

ii. d. pirrruD
Veterinar'.

Annual Convention of

Practical Therapeutics. Jbstetrlcs
and surgery on Horses, Cle, Sheep
Hogs, Dogs an.l Cats. See with
nornton, the Cleaner, I North
Third, Phone
460.
and
Iltal
r. Resi
Residence. 733 South
dence phone, 6 20.

"RICH

!"

A ADA.M

t'NDERTAKERS.
Lntly Assistant.
Fmrialiiiliig a Speclii!

--

if

Trial Bottle Free
THH0ST AM) UJI jTROUBLFS.

I

I

OUAKAX1XZU SAIlSFACIOiiX
OR MONEY riVfi)JZl.

MISCELLAWUS
F.

W. SPEN

The American
National Live
Stock Association and Western
Live Stock
Show

Architect.
'

if

j

t

1221 South Walter.
,

-.J

IfYouWantA

mi

mmm

m mi

ifc

imi

"

"

".'til

A little want ad, day by day,
Does the work you draw the pay,
It sees the peop.'e you don't know,!
'

And helps you make your business grow.

TIIK I1EST IJ1U1AI
L1E
search to
requires
no world-d- e
find.
Just put this ame In your
mental memorandum ook and yu
have struck It ButterCream Bread.
It's bound to make ahlt with you
and your family the flit meal it appears on your table. Don't forget
that we turn out fie rolls, pies,
cakes, etc., right here.too.

The Standard

St

DENVER, COLO. JAN.

s

Jan.

SO,

l0ti.
T.

!,

PI

It I) V, Agent.

numiesi,

Al-vara-

A Cure for Miaery.
eryImaVrU0Un'?
cur fo' th

rnls- -

do

of

rhiu. or a bilious

up a case

attack m..)- ,.
no timeIMPERIAL IAXX CO.
The reason we do ich ROUGH inif sreat tonln maii.,in
.
.
i
.
jriveji n.n,.u
-DRY work Is becaui do It right purifier
Co and at the price youot afford to
have It done at ha
.....iHoe at All Dealers.
-

Standard Plumbing & leafing

5

For tle above
Mill
tick
to J..,IVN.
r. tiirn at rate of $18.75 for alt,
Ui
round trip Dui.-- of alo Jan.
1
and 20. Rwura u,ult
1.

byrs.
Recommended
Henrj
symes, to develop tlm from 4
to t Inches.
Guaranteed to be
from the
true Galega Extract perfectly

Our work is as our name Highland Pharm
and
implies, and our charges are
Phacy
right.

20-2-

.

The Vaucalre Forna a general
tonic, but It has a p. effect upon
the bust. Price 75 cFor sale by

Pioneer Bikery,
207 South FUt

6S3.

Forma

Telephone No. 61
mm ,

'hone

Dr. Vaudre's

Plumber
V.ri.1--

-

,i,r

.

ALBUQUEKQUE

AGE FIGHT.

PERSONAL

NKW

ltV'AK
HOOKS.

MniiR

IWxk4r

e I a ItlK
"He that lovelh

PA KA(JH APIIS
V.

s;.inliy,

of

314 VESTPAILPOADAYO

Hjrii ami

!.

ril ay.

wen- capital

visitors

Marshall V. 11.
Santa Fo on a short

IT.

Is In

ness trip.

S.

Michael IVnvns.
city of Stanley,

ia-ste- d

FOR MEN

1. Hushing,
Vor-.he-

s.

busi-

of the growing
through

ye.erJay.

Jose S. l!elva, it prominent sheep-raisof near Palma, haa (rone to
Santa Ve on business.
W. 8. Hopewell of Albuquerque,
y
attended
the
weddinii at Kanta Ve yesterday.
V. V. Moore, of Tucumcari, has
been admitted to practice law In the
territory, dy the nupreme court at
Santa Ve.
Mrs, 11. I,. Haea, of Santa Fe, Is
visiting her mother-in-laiMrs K.
A. lWu:a, who a m?riouly 111 at her
home here.
comJacobo Chaves, Insurance
missioner, has returned to Santa Fe
from a trip to Lou Lunaa, where he
formerly lived.
Mr. end iMrs. Oeorge H. Van
Stone, of Kstancla, were guests at
wedding at
the
Santa Fe yesterday.
F. P. Jones, of Silver City, has
a
returned
home after attending
meeting of the territorial equalization board at Santa Fe.
Hon. Solomon Luna, arrived In Albuquerque today from his home at
Ios Lunas. Atr, Luna will leave tomorrow night for Washington where
he goes In the Interests of statehood
and New Mexico affairs generally,
George Curry, Governor of New
Mexico, will leave Santa Fe tomor
At La
row night for Washington.
my he will be joined by Hon. Solo
nion Luna, national committeeman
and H. O. Bursum, chairman of the
New iMexico
territorial Kepublican
Central committee.
C. L. Castle, an Inspector of agri
cultural lands In the forest service,
who has been stationed at Mountain- county, for several
air, Torrance
months, haa been transferred to (Al
buquerque for office duties at the
headquarters of Supervisor Hugh O.
Harris, of the 'Manzano and San
Mateo national forests.
Capt. Clark M. Carr, is now in
Guam, New Mexico, where he went
several days ago on business. He
will return to to Albuquerque Sun
day and next week, will leave for
the Xational Capital In the interests
of statehood. Mrs. Carr will accompany him as far as St. Louis, where
she will visit relatives and friends
until the Captain returns.
er

QUALITY of Regals is always
rHE HIGH
same and is evident in every pair.

Kaxley-leUilllvra-

You don't have to take that quality for
granted we give you a signal proof of it be-

forehand. And the expert workmanship put
into Regals not only insures correct modeling
but insures every pair keeping its shape until
worn out.
The Regal Specification Tag tell you every material
In your Regale and guarantee them to be first quality only

Patent Colt, Vici Kid, King

Prices:

$3.50,

or Button

$4.005.00

"QOOIXJOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCIOOOOOC

Astonishing

Reductions
IN

Millinery
BEGINNING

Thursday,

January 16

Miss Lutz
208 South Second
oooooocxxMcyraaooooooooooocxx

THE

DIAMOND PALACE

EV E R I T T

TUB NEXT RIG EVENT IS THE
DANCE TO UK GIVEN BY THE
ELKS' BAND WEDNESDAY EVEN-IXC- J,
JANUARY 23, IN THE ELKS'
BALL HOO.M. MUSIC
WHJi HE
FURNISHED BY THE ENTIRE
BAND, AND A FIXE TIME LOOKED FOR. ADMISSION 75 CENTS
AXD LADIES FREE.

Railroad Avenue
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glas, Clocks, Silverware.
In rite your trade and guarantee A Square Deal.

We

SATURDAY'S

FOR HIGH CLASS

Pressing

Cleaning

pkgs Dr. Price's Food
Minute Tapioca
3 lbs Hominy . ,i
Pettljohn's Breakfast Food
Pickles, per bottle
12 He grade of salmon
Cod Fish per brick
2 cans of corn beef
12'4c grade of oysters
25c bottle of catsup . .,
3 cans of 10c grade sardines
2 cakes of tar soap
Scouring soap . .,
3

Either Cents9 or Laities' Garments,
Plain or Fancy, call or phone

Montezuma Gleaning
and Pressing Company
210
1

WEST GOLD

:

ocoooccooo
1

rAC
tJeWeler

:1

:

PHONE

EVERYTHK IN
THE JEWELR LINE
rgine Watch Reding

213
j

Ce"'

Co.

.. .25c

41IOQ-LATE-

IIMiM'lj

K

.

atsCluett Starched Bosom Shts,

$1.25; Monarch Shed Bosom Shirts, all sizes, 30c.
,.

Men's heavyweight Cercoats

E. L. Wash rn Company
119 West Gold

1122

GREEN TAG SALE

tK IN
75 t i:NTN

niii-

Ixt's Gcrmow.ii.'

W

4IH

Will Last Another Week

.0.

Egg Maker. 2k
Food
$2.00
$2.00 luil Iv'n lire Maker
i .ui
iiM-sgiMis arc pn'iHirrd bv the
sto--

THIS IS NO JOKE

n

ii.

E. W

1

Hiuilia.
S.

Ilrvt

602-60- 1

Pliono

16.

FOK SALE.

The Zelgl- - Cafe bar fixtures: thl
Is the flnesiset of bar fixtures ever
brought to New Mexico, costing exceeding $4,00.00 These fixtures must
be sou at tire, and may be bought
at bargain trices.
Address )t once or see, H. S
Knight,
Bom 9. Cromwell Bldg.
Alhuquerqif N. M.. and I will give
you a bariln never before offered
In New

$25 H. S. & M. Suits and
overcoats
$17. SO
$20 .Suits and Overcoats
-

$15 Suit j and Overcoats

o

TO

ITAX.

$14 Young Men's Suit
$5 School Suit
$5 Trousers
$3 Trousers

We havemonev to 'loan nn rn
estate In sihs of $500, $700, $1,000
11,200

andll,500.

JolirM. Mooro Realty Co.
Shine yof ehoes once In a while
and not oiy Improve their appear
ance, but Sake them wear longer.
We sell thmost reliable shoes polishes on t
market Gilt Edge,
Elite. ChtfiPlon.
Sorosls. French
Gloss, Phlnia, Nobby Brown, Dandy
Kusset andfet Oil. 10c. 15c nnd 25c
packages.
shoe store, si 4
West Centd'-avenuI

75c Men's and Boys Caps..35c
$1.50 Underwear, per suit -

. .

$13. 75

Mtfoo.

MtTEY

Our price reductions are real and

the peopje know it. Goods are rapidly being sold, still our
stock is immense and our sizes and assortment good.

SI

$2.50 Underwear per suit

&9.7S

$4 50 Underwear per

$3.90

75c Pour in hand Ties
50c Fine Suspenders
25c Fancy Hose

98.73

$3.90

f 1.90

90c
- -

-

St. 90
suit
S3 40

35c
25c

. .

12lAc

AUo big values In Boys' Waists, Shirts, Underwear and nee Pants.
Call here before yon Purchase, It will be money in yoor parse.

e.

SIMON STERN

The Central
Avenue Clothier

EYES RIGHT!

If yur eyes are not right call
on mftn(i let me fit them with
glasa that will make them right.

The Central
Avenue Clothier

5. T. VANN
DOCTOR OF OPTICS

I

OiV

VAXJf

JEWEIiR Y

Door South of

CO.

Drug Store.

ROUGH DRY.
mrh&Y thl.. mean.f Tf
ask our drivers to exnlaJn It to

Do you know

"o
you.

cccccoocdocoo ccccooooccooc
IF YOU LOVE YOUR WIFE
BUY HER A

WE GUARANTEE

BISSELL'S SWEEPER

Full 2,000 Pound?

It Will Save Her Many a Weary, Weary Day

In every ton of coal leaving our yard, and have always made this guarantee.
The following ad, or one
similar to it, appeared for years in both our daily pa- per8-- '

.

2,000 Pounds Guaranteed or a Present
Made of the Coal.
We defy any individual, firm or corporation
to
that short weight was ever given to any of
our customers.
WE UANDLE THE BEST Gallup Coal, American
V,oc
Crested Butte Hard Coal, Furnace, Stove and
Nut. Also Mill Wood. Mountain Wood, Kindling and
truth-fnllysa- y

.

off regular prices on all Bo md

J

IMckagi
$250 Pail Jf's
2,H

I

$ 5.00 Good BusinesJuits reduced to
$12.00
J 8.00 KuppenheimerUl made suits reduced to J 4.40
20.00 Dressy Suits, iV patterns, reduced to.. 15.00
22.50 very nobby Wded Suits reduced to.. 1 8.00
Drl Suits reduced to
25.00 Stein-Bloc- h
20.00
Fill Suits reduced to
Stein-Bloc- h
30.00
24.00
ALL BLUE AND kCK SUITS RESERVED

1- -4

4

I1unkav

I

S. Second St.

JOHN S. BEAVEN

502

Good, $4.50; Better, $5; Best, $5.50

South First

J

'

PRICES

Coke;

We will place on sale for thislek only, 100 Men's Heavy Weight Single an)
Double Breasted Fine Suits at a tat reduction. See Second Street Windowj

aU sizes,

"

a !!

r0

CLEARANCE SALE

Special Sale on Men's Fine

OUR

Yll.t,

ADMISSION

50i: Bottles lice's Mould

Dltlfl STOR,

!

a.

IJI.R.H' HAM)

TIIK WlloLi; HAM)

OOCX30C00eXD00

JANUARY

m

shall

5c
6c

n

FEE'S DELICIOUS HOT
WALTON'S

)

....

i

It.eHv- -

n Bond book

tiik

11

Miss Madeleine St. C. Blacnty, of
Knox Conservatory, Galesourg, 111.,
of
and pupil of Madame Hess-Bur- r,
Chicago, teacher of singing.
Ad
dress, 317 South Arno street.
n
KODOL Is the best lemedy knowr
toaay ror dyspepsia, indigestion ani
all troubles arising from a dLsordeil
ed stomacn.
It is pleasant, promj
and thorough. Sold by J. H. O Rlel

West

,lunt
ShlpiiK iit.

HI,LiM.sna KVKXIXfl, JAXl'AHY
22. IX Till l:l,KS' HALL
1HI

THE M.AZK
Win. KIIUiE, Propriitor.

1105

IXU'YIIM.MT

ATTENTION!

11c
25c
10c
10c
11c
8c
10c
11c
26c
10c
20c

17. 1007.

Cr.in-eyernf-

SPECIAL SALE.

15c pkgs 20 mule Borax

ITtlDAY, JANVAHV

iifver want a faithful friend, a wise
unrcllor, a cheerful companion."
Hefore coming to Albuquerque Mr.
Strong was a book Jobber In
He therefore knows how to
buy book.
A big shipment of the
now popular copyrights has Jut mnie
in. Hooks that were Issued nt ll.R0
he now offers you for 60c per copy.
Such titles as:
lieverly of Grnustnrk. Castle
t.
The Sieiiodi. Gi'iiustark. The
I'llneess Martlx.1. The Hrnss
liow
freckles. Checker.". The Virginian
Hlennerhasjiett, Letters of a Self Mai!
Merchant to His Son, Old rjorgn
i.innnni. rne Man on the Hot. Tb
Puppet Crowned, Hearts (mil M.isk
1VHI and I, Harrell of the P.lesse
Isle, trftily Hose's liniufhter, The M:ir
ringe or William Ashe, the Masquer
ruder, The Risrhl of Way, The Ganib
ler. In fact.iover 130 different titles
These boks are nil new and fresh
not obi flnterrd left over titles, tin
right from the press. They nil go fo
60c per cojf. Your selection had bet
ter be mncU at once as many of th
titles are mi duplicated.
Phone 1104.
Next door tj P. O.

Kasley-MeOlllivr-

Calf-L- ace

CITIZEN.

ci

te

y--

"

J'hila-iblphl-

IVputy

REGAL SH OES

I..

-

EVENING

S

Wagner Hardware Co.
West Central

321-32- 3

s

YGold
TAXIDERMIST

Gold

Birds a Specialty
H. W.SCHROEDER

Teacier of Violin
Ali

MAVACtB

OF

Schroeor'a Orchestra
Room SB Bar net t Bldg.
DR. C H. CONNtR
omrtofAmo physician and
IUROKOM
All Curmbli Dlummea Trtafd.
He Chmre
Contultmtiom.

r
GARDEN IMPLEMENTS

"

We HA VE A NtW ASSORTMENT Of

AND RANCH SUPPLIES

Shovels, Forks, Hoes, Rakes, Wheelbarrows, etc.
"John Deere" Plows, Harrows, Cultivators, Planters
Make Your Selections Now While the stoTk Is N,w
and Complete

POULTRY

1

NETTING

Prices

-

AND

-

ROOFING

-

IRON

We
Aim to

Always
Right

fleas

for

SM4 M.r. Armlio Building

7?

,

